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As U.C. Hastings College of Law em-
barks upon its second century, it is most ap-
propriate to acknowledge the increasing sig-
nificance of private support in the develop-
ment of the Hastings Law Center.
Private financial support has always car-
ried special significance at Hastings; it was a
gift of $100,000 by Serranus Clinton Hast-
ings, the first Chief Justice of the California
Supreme Court, that created the College in
1878. Since that time, many others have
given in continuation of this tradition. The
cost of legal education, like the price of oil,
has risen dramatically, and private support
provides the crucial difference between good
and excellence in the graduate professional
schools.
There still persists in some quarters the
fallacious assumption that because Hastings
is a publicly-supported institution, its needs
are fully met through the legislative budget.
This is simply not a fact of life; at best, pub-
lic funding can only provide the basic sup-
port. In reality, within the context of funding
sources, there is no such thing as a "public"
graduate professional school, nor for that
matter, do "private" law schools exist. This
public/private dichotomy is an enduring edu-
cational fiction which simply is not accurate.
The reality is that a significant portion of the
operating funds for any public institution
come from private sources; semi-conversely,
public funds constitute a vital part of the pri-
vate school resources.
For example, of the $244,000,000 operat-
ing budget of U.C. Berkeley, only
$121,000,000, or 499/, comes from state ap-
priation. On the other hand, of the
$417,000,000 which Stanford University re-
ceived last year, $124,000,000, or 32r/(,
came from public (state and federal) sources.
The fact of the matter is that for any law
school to maintain that margin of excellence,
it must have an infusion of funds from all
sources - private, state and federal.
The outlook for increased private support
at Hastings is most encouraging. In the past
year, the College has established a com-
prehensive fund-raising program which has
included an Annual Giving Fund, the 1066
Foundation, corporation/foundation rela-
tions program and a major gifts effort for
support of the new Hastings Law Center.
The College has just received a $350,000
grant from the Kresge Foundation toward
completion of Phase I (Academic/Library
Building) which, with the federal grant of
$4,250,000 and a state appropriation of ap-
proximately $8,000,000, will enable us to
complete the Academic/Library Facility on
schedule. Responses from each effort have
been personally gratifying and from last
year s aggregate performance, the Hastings
Community, students, faculty, alumni and
friends can look forward to a partnership of
participation in an educational institution that
has now attained national eminence and
moves toward an increasing margin of excel-





The Kresge Foundation of Troy, Michi-
gan, has made a $350,000 "challenge
grant" toward Hastings' new school library
building, announced Dean Marvin J. Ander-
son.
Construction of the new building will start
this fall as the first phase of the Hastings Law
Center development, a project which will
encompass an entire city block in the Civic
Center of San Francisco.
In acknowledging the grant, Justice A.
Frank Bray, Chairman of the Board of Direc-
tors, and Dean Anderson said: "We are
deeply grateful to The Kresge Foundation for
this significant challenge gift. It de-
monstrates again the dedication of this great
Foundation to the importance of the study of
law in today's world and the need to house
an excellent law school in appropriate
facilities."
During 1978, The Kresge Foundation
made 203 grants, having considered 1,228
qualified applicants. Such grants were gener
ally made toward the construction and major
renovation of facilities, and almost always
required the raising of additional money on a
challenge basis.
Since its founding in 1924, The Kresge
Foundation has appropriated more than $311
million to institutions in the areas of higher
education, health services, the arts, social
welfare, and the care of young and old. The
Foundation was created solely by the per-
sonal gifts of the late Sebastian S. Kresge,
and is not affiliated or associated with any
other corporation or organization.
Dean Anderson commented, "The law
school is in desperate need of adequate
facilities to match the superb quality of its
faculty, including the distinguished 'Sixty-
five Club,' and a diversified and gifted stu-
dent body. This splendid challenge gift is an





Demolition work continues on the site of
the new Academic Facility in the Hastings
Law Center, with construction currently
scheduled to begin sometime before the end
of 1978. Photos shown here are of the new
site model of the Facility, prepared by the
architectural firm of Skidmore, Owings and
Merrill.
A structure of contemporary design, with
classical proportions compatible with sur-
rounding Civic Center architecture, the
Academic Facility will stand six stories
above McAllister Street. It will employ lib-
eral expanses of glass and feature a three-
story "colonnade" effect at the entry, a de-
sign which has been carefully studied for its
relationship to "pedestrian scale," with an
eye towards the dramatic. With a steel frame
structure and a pre-cast concrete skin, the
Academic Facility is being designed to meet
state energy-conserving standards for non-
residential buildings, including windows of
tinted glass which can be opened for ventila-






At a press conference held at Hastings on
April 20, Secretary of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development Patricia
Harris announced that Hastings will soon re-
ceive $5.6 million in Housing and Urban
Development College Housing Funds for the
purchase and renovation of the historic Em-
pire Hotel, for use as Hastings' first student
housing. Federal funding for the project will
help "revitalize a debilitated urban area; it
will provide new low-income housing for the
City; it will make available heretofore
nonexistent student housing; and it will recy-
cle a valuable, presently dormant resource,"
says Dean Anderson.
With the receipt of these federal funds,
Hastings will soon have the student housing
it has long needed. Hastings students have
traditionally been on their own in search of
low-cost housing close to the school, in an
area that is occupied by the government
buildings of San Francisco's Civic Center
and substandard housing in the depressed
Tenderloin/North-of-Market District. They
search with countless other San Franciscans,
in a housing market that is one of the most
competitive in the nation, with statistics that
reflect both low vacancy rates and high rents.
A recent study of thirty major cities rated
San Francisco third worst in the nation in
terms of rent compared to income. With
more than fifty percent of all Hastings stu-
dents currently receiving financial aid, Hast-
ings students have found it increasingly
difficult to obtain safe, acceptable, low-cost
housing - one out of every three students is
unable to find any satisfactory housing
within their means in the City.
The "space crunch" effects more than the
students' housing needs. Hastings students
have long tolerated crowded conditions in a
college which has increasingly inadequate
facilities for its expanding programs, cur-
riculum and services. Hastings has long
needed not only housing for its students, but
more room for conferences and lectures, stu-
dent and administrative offices, dining and
recreational facilities, and for expansion of
its services to the San Francisco community.
Though the Hastings Law Center will go far
to relieve much of the pressure of the "space
crunch," its completion is still many months
away. At present, the College has no space
capable of seating more than 350 persons,
which precludes many students and members
of the community from attending special pre-
sentations. Hastings has never had any recre-
ational facilities of its own, and the local
recreational facilities available are severely
limited. "Hastings has always sought to dis-
tinguish itself not just in legal education, but
in conscientious public service," says the
Dean. "For want of space and adequate re-
sources, we have been unable to develop the
desired legal assistance programs." Happily,
the answer to Hastings' "space crunch" is
practically next door. Adds Dean Anderson:
"The Empire is a tremendous opportunity to
recognize the mutual objectives of Hastings
and the community."
The Empire Hotel is a 27-story structure
located just down the block from Hastings
main building, at 100 McAllister Street. It
was built in 1929 by the Methodist Church as
an apartment hotel, complete with a cathed-
ral, gymnasium, and office space. Originally
known as the William Taylor Hotel (named
after the Methodist missionary credited with
spreading the eucalyptus tree throughout Cal-
ifornia), it opened in 1930 and was regarded
as a local wonder. At that time, it was the
tallest hotel west of Chicago and the tallest
building in San Francisco. It housed an in-
spiring neo-Gothic cathedral which could
seat 1,500 worshippers, and offices fit for,
and once occupied by a bishop. But the
Church had chosen a most unfortunate time
to begin a new business venture, and in 1934
it sold the financially failing Hotel. In 1946 it
was re-opened as the Empire Hotel, featuring
the Sky Room, the first penthouse bar with a
panoramic 360-degree view of the City (pre-
ceding the Top of the Mark, which opened in
1939).
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In response to the war-time emergency, in
1942 the Empire became the property of the
federal government, and its many hotel
apartment suites were turned into office
space for government workers. For a while it
served as offices for the Selective Service
System; until a few years ago, it was best
known to thousands of Northern Californians
as the place they went to answer the Internal
Revenue Service's questions about their per-
sonal income tax returns. During this time,
the beautiful Sky Room lounge was closed;
the domed ceiling and elaborate stained glass
windows of the cathedral were concealed by
a false acoustical ceiling suspended above
the governmental office space, the full-scale
gymnasium in the basement was segmented
into small offices, its hardwood floors trod
by federal employees. In early 1977, due to
design problems resulting from this conver-
sion, the federal government vacated the
building and declared the Empire a surplus
federal facility, offering it to all public en-
tities. But no one saw the Empire's potential,
officially at least, until this year.
Recognizing the tremendous opportunities
available almost next door, in early 1978
Hastings submitted an application to the San
Francisco Area Office of H.U.D. and re-
quested a fund reservation in the amount of
$5.6 million for the purpose of acquiring and
rehabilitating the vacant building. On April
20, Secretary Harris announced H.U.D.'s
approval of Hastings' proposal, saying that
"H.U.D. has committed itself to assisting in
every way possible to assure the successful
completion of this project." Final approval
of Hastings' pending application awaits de-
termination of a thorough structural analysis
to ascertain whether the Empire will need
any extensive reinforcement of its structural
steel frame in order to meet earthquake
safety standards. "Which from information
available to us at the present time,' says
Secretary Harris, 'we do not expect the
necessary structural improvements to in-
crease significantly the cost of the project."
The Empire Hotel
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In terms of today's high construction
costs, the Empire is a real bargain. Com-
pared to the high expense involved in the
new construction of residential units, re-
novating this existing facility is substantially
less. "In short, our federal dollars will go
further," explains Dean Anderson. It is es-
timated that it would cost approximately
$7,000 per room to renovate the Empire, as
opposed to a cost of $40,000 per room for
new construction. When Hastings' applica-
tion for the H.U.D. College Housing Funds
receives final approval, Hastings will obtain
the title for the Empire from the General Ser-
vices Administration, which has served as
the Hotel's caretaker ever since the Internal
Revenue Service and other federal agencies
vacated the offices which they held there
since World War II. The terms of the
H.U.D. College Housing Funds call for the
$5.6 million to be repaid from rentals over a
period of thirty-five years. Hastings is cur-
rently planning to rent the converted apart-
ment hotel suites of the Empire for $100-
$150 per month for efficiency, one, and two
bedroom apartments. Hastings hopes to take
full advantage of the Empire's many
facilities, restoring them to their original use
as much as possible.
By renovating the Empire Hotel, Hastings
will not only be acquiring new student hous-
ing, but preserving a significant and historic
piece of San Francisco architecture. The
State Historic Preservation Officer, acting on
behalf of the Secretary of the Interior, has
determined that the Empire is eligible for
nomination to the Registry of National His-
toric Buildings. The General Services Ad-
ministration, the State Historic Preservation
Officer, and the Advisory Council on His-
toric Preservation will all serve as consul-
tants to make sure that rehabilitation of the
Empire will not have any adverse effects on
the qualities which led to its eligibility for the
Registry, including any exterior treatment or
structural reinforcement which may he
necessary to meet earthquake safety stan-
dards.
The approval of Hastings' application
marks a historic occasion in itself, as it is the
first concrete step in President Carter's new
"Urban Policy" of cooperation between
local, state and federal government to revive
America's inner cities, and the first time that
the College Housing Program Funds have
been implemented in conjunction with a
larger revitalization strategy. "'The Empire is
an innovative urban revitalization project,"
Secretary Harris commented at the April 20
press conference. The College's conversion
of the Empire Hotel into its original residen-
tial use will help in many ways to revitalize
Hastings' neighborhood, the Tenderloin-
North of Market District, now a blighted
inner-city area. Renovating the presently
vacant building into approximately 260 new
housing units will add to San Francisco's li-
mited vacant housing stock. Providing suita-
ble, low-cost housing for Hastings students
will take pressure off of the overall San
Francisco housing market and indirectly
make more low-cost housing available to the
larger San Francisco community. Addition-
ally, the presence of the substantial number
of Hastings students living and studying in
the area will provide a stabilizing influence






In a September, 1977 Hastings Law News
article, Dean Marvin J. Anderson proposed
that a special4" . . Honors Program in Pub-
lic Interest Practice be established at Hast-
ings to be offered to . students interested
in careers in public interest and community
service law." Dean Anderson stressed the
need to specially train lawyers in evolving
fields such as housing law, minority rights,
and the problems of small businesses, and
emphasized that, as "a public institution,
Hastings has a moral obligation to serve the
community."
At the time, many of Anderson's readers
may well have thought that he was writing of
a dream that would only come true after
years of deliberation and review. But Profes-
sor Althea Lee Jordan and a dedicated band
of students spent most of the school year
working on the dream - discussing it, work-
ing out details, and putting it on paper. Then,
in late spring, noted public interest lawyer,
educator, and journalist Raymond T. Bonner
was hired, and the dream became real - the
Public Interest Law Honors Program began
operation.
Professor Bonner and his assistant, Trina
Ostrander, will spend this coming year plan-
ning the Program and preparing for its first
students, who will be admitted for the
academic year 1979-80. Bonner anticipates
that the major tasks during the first year will
be to work with the faculty and students to
design the curriculum, recruiting students for
the Program, securing funding to assist the
Program through its initial stages, develop-
ing contacts with community groups, select-
ing faculty, and establishing a scholarship
program. In addition, the Public Interest Law
Honors Program is planning to sponsor, in
conjunction with the Public Interest Section
of the State Bar Association, a statewide
Public Interest Law Conference at Hastings
this coming November.
The Public Interest Law Honors Program
will be the first in the county to provide a
comprehensive curriculum for students in-
terested in practicing public interest law.
"Many law schools today offer few clinical
courses of interest to the person who wants a
career in public service," notes Bonner.
"This program will be unique in that it will
offer a focus and intensive training for that
person, and will emphasize the relationship
between the law school and the community.
It is hoped that other law schools will dupli-
cate our efforts."
Students will be admitted on the basis of
past community activities as well as
academic excellence. In addition to the same
basic courses taken by all Hastings students,
the Honors students will participate in a
rigorous - but rewarding - series of re-
search and writing clinics, seminars, and re-
quired clinical work in both public interest
law firms and community organizations. Ex-
tensive student collaboration with practicing
attorneys and community organizations will
improve the quality of the public interest stu-
dents' legal education by teaching them
skills that will improve their ability to serve
the community.
In addition to providing innovative legal
education, the Program will implement a
Public Interest Law Center. The Law Center,
staffed by students, will function as a
clearinghouse for information on pending
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and potential public interest legislation, a
focus for community organizing activities,
and will also provide information and educa-
tional seminars to train and update the public
interest community.
When Dean Anderson announced his
proposal last September, over 20 percent of
the first-year class expressed interest in be-
coming involved in the Program. Out of that
number has grown a core group of about
twenty students who are working with Bon-
ner this summer on fund-raising, student re-
cruitment, and curriculum. Students are also
working on the selection of a Community
Task Force, which will represent the needs
and expectations of the community as the
Program develops.
Other students have been working with
Bonner and members of the San Francisco
Bar Association's Public Interest Section in
planning the California Public Interest Law
Conference. This Conference will be the first
statewide gathering of practicing and poten-
tial public interest attorneys, and will be held
at Hastings this coming November 10-11.
Participants will have an opportunity to ex-
change views on the future of the public
interest movement (especially in light of re-
cent developments such as the Bakke deci-
sion and the passage of Proposition 13), as
well as to attend panels and workshops on
the major areas of public interest law, poli-
tics, and administration. The Conference
will offer sixteen workshops on such topics
as consumer law, child care, lobbying,
community organizing. and ways in which
private attorneys can become more involved
in public interest work. Conference fees will
be S25 for attorneys and 55 for students.
Fees include a buffet luncheon, at which
Federal Trade Commission Chairperson
Mike Pertschuk will deliver an address.
Anyone interested in attending the Confer-
ence or receiving further information about it
should call the Program offices at 557-3096.
The Public Interest Law Honors Program
will be implemented over a five-year period,
and will eventually be fully supported by
Hastings. However, until then, much energy
will be spent - especially in the first year -
procuring funding from other sources. Cur-
rently, recent alumni have been working
with Bonner to establish the Hastings Law
Foundation. Modeled after a highly success-
ful program developed at Boalt Hall, the
Foundation would provide a channel through
which recent graduates can institutionalize
their concern for public interest work, espe-
cially if they themselves do not immediately
choose such careers. The model for the
Foundation is one of income sharing and in-
tensive personal commitment, as distin-
guished from well-motivated but smaller
contributions to distant and more impersonal
causes. One of the Foundation's important
goals is the demonstration of a method by
which the financial as well as moral and di-
rectional support for public interest work can
be internalized within the legal profession it-
self, rather than depending on foundation or
governmental largesse. The Hastings Law
Foundation would give Hastings alumni an
opportunity to contribute to a unique and in-
novative public interest program, thereby
being of service to their community and to
their alma mater.
For the past 100 years, Hastings has taken
the lead in serving its students and the legal
community through a series of innovative
programs. In its "Sixty-five Club," its di-
verse student body, the Hastings Child Care
Center, and the College of Trial Advocacy.
Hastings has proven its ability to respond ef-
fectively to the evolving needs of students
and the legal profession. Now, with the Hast-
ings Law Center and the Public Interest Law
Honors Program. Hastings will prove its
ability to address the needs of the lay com-
munity as well, and its ability to pave the
way in providing relevant legal education for





This summer Hastings welcomed a new
senior administrator with a familiar face.
Professor James E. Crawford assumed his
duties as Vice Dean of Academic Affairs for
the 1978-79 academic year on July 1. Hailed
as an outstanding classroom teacher at Hast-
ings, where he has taught since 1972, Vice
Dean Crawford will not give up teaching at
Hastings entirely, but will continue to teach
on a reduced schedule to accommodate the
increased demands of his new post.
Professor Crawford begins his job as Vice
Dean with an already extensive background
in education. Just prior to joining the Hast-
ings faculty, he taught as an Assistant Pro-
fessor of Law at Stanford University, where
he worked on his doctoral dissertation on
comparative political systems and public
law. He began his career in education in
1961 at his alma mater, the University of
Illinois, where he served as Assistant Dean
and Director of Residence Education Pro-
grams. In 1963. he took a leave of absence
from the University to join a U.S. Agency
for Internal Development (A.I.D.) study
team investigating educational programs in
Africa. There he traveled to Sierra Leone to
assist in the establishment of Njala Univer-
sity College, a West African Regional Uni-
versity originally funded through A.I.D.
Returning to the U.S. in 1964, he served as
Assistant Dean of students at Stanford until
1966, when he went back to Sierra Leone to
serve as the Assistant to the President of
Njala. He returned to Stanford in 1968 to
become a resident fellow there and to work
on his dissertation. A legal educator w ith
interests in Contracts, Commercial Law,
Legislation and Law and Poverty. Hastings'
new vice dean is also the co-author of Edu-
cational and Agricultural Development in
Sierra Leone.
Vice Dean James Crawford
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Deans Snodgrass and Sammis:
The Shape of Things to Come
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Dean David E. Snodgrass
Dean Arthur M. Sammis
In the period of time from 1940 to 1970,
U.C.-Hastings College of the Law was radi-
cally transformed from a parochial law
school of middling quality to a dynamic legal
institution with a distinguished national repu-
tation. Two men were primarily responsible
for the meteroic rise of the College during
that period: David E. Snodgrass and Arthur
M. Sammis.
By the sheer weight of his 23 years as
dean. Snodgrass attracts most of the attention
and elicits most of the praise. Nonetheless,
since 1947, Snodgrass relied heavily on the
assistance of Sammis, and for seven years
starting in 1963, Sammis was a competent
and resourceful dean in his own right. Singu-
lar individuals of divergent but complemen-
tary qualities, they were both dedicated to
the enrichment and advancement of Hastings
College of the Law. They were successful.
Together, they ushered Hastings College into
a modern and dynamic format and a top-
ranking position among the law schools of
this nation - style and status that continue to
this day.
David Ellington Snodgrass has been
characterized by those who knew him as
compassionate, tender, generous, and fierce.
He was an activist, a protean personality;
witty, treachant, even caustic; he was com-
bative to a fault and held a marked penchant
for publicity and self-advertisement. In
psyche, he was no less complex. His
dynamic personality and salient attributes
would stand him in good stead as dean of
Hastings, for in the course of his twenty
three-year reign he was destined to pilot the
school through a turbulent era in legal educa-
tion, as well as a corresponding turbulent era
in Hastings' own history.
Snodgrass' official relationship with Hast-
ings actually started in 1930, ten years prior
to his deanship, when he was hired to teach
Contracts. Later, he would also teach Sure-
tyship. Trusts, Mortgages, Common Law
Pleading, and (reluctantly) Domestic Rela-
tions. However, Contracts always remained
his specialty, and as a professor he had a
reputation of being one of the best teachers at
Hastings - quick, always prepared, main-
taining a rigorous standard, and manifesting
a flair for teaching Contracts that is rare at
anytime, anywhere.
Upon the sudden death of Dean Simmons
in the summer of 1940, the Board of Direc-
tors hastily appointed Snodgrass acting
Dean, while initiating a search for a new
permanent dean. Snodgrass, however, had
taken firm hold of the College's administra-
tion, and demonstrated such executive deci-
siveness and purposefulness that came to be
his hallmark that the Board of Directors,
much to their credit, decided to look no
further and appoint him dean on May 21,
1941.
Snodgrass had little time in which to savor
his triumph. His administration was quickly
thrust into the urgency of World War II,
which had an immediate and particularly
brutal impact on Hastings. The war sa\ aged
the ranks of Hastings' students and to a lesser
extent, its faculty. Of the class of '42, 1 88
students started, only 32 finished. The attri-
tion of the war reached its zenith against the
class of '45, which held only 8 graduates -
5 women, 3 men.
Yet throughout the war, Hastings never
shut down (as did other law schools in the
state), and it was able to maintain its hich
standards (all eight of the Class of 45 passed
the bar that year) and a sound curriculum
under these trying circumstances of in-
definite duration. That the quality of the Col-
lege was maintained throughout this period
testifies to the brilliant and innovative
economies of Snodgrass in the face of war-
time expediency.
During those war years he taught a heavier
load (11-12 hours) than any dean in the Col-
lege's history, while simultaneously (and
energetically) coping with more administra-
tive matters than had his predecessors. His
labors did not cease with the ending of the
war. When the war had run its course, Snod-
orass was beset by the deluge of returning
veterans endowed with the GI Bill. He made
a pledge that every veteran should have a
chance, and he was good to his word. En-
rollments shot from a 1945 low of under 100
to a high of over 900 by 1949. Once again, he
proved equal to the formidable task of ad-
ministering to the tidal wave of veterans, as
well as wrestling with the bureaucratic mons-
ter of the Veterans Administration. And, as
always, Snodgrass maintained high
academic standards, even in the face of con-
siderable unpopularity and hostility, as in the
case of the Great Failure Crisis of 1950,
when 329c of the Class of '50 were failed and
subsequently barred from graduation.
While coping over the years with these
and other internal crises inherent in the ad-
ministration of a major law school, Snod-
grass was also engaged in a running battle
with two powerful adversaries of no mean
weight - the California Committee of Bar
Examiners and the University of California
(the latter in the form of Robert Gordon
Sproul, its president). The Bar Examiners
were continually attempting to impugn the
standards of the College and thereby affect
its accreditation; Sproul was systematically
plotting the aggrandizement of Hastings
further into the academic kingdom of the
University of California. In the end, through
adept bureaucratic maneuvering and Byzan-
tine politicking. Snodgrass won the battle on
both fronts, as well as the respect and the
cooperation of his opponents.
Adapted in part from Haistingsv College of
The Law: The First Century by Professor
Thomas Garden Barnes. A fuller and more
complete treatment of these two exceptional
men, as well as a definitive history of U.C.
Hastings College of the Law, is contained
therein.
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In the ultimate analyssis, Snodgrass is best
remembered not for his astute skill as an ad-
ministrator, nor for the vigorous thumping he
uave his enemies on the bureaucratic field of
battle: rather, he is best remembered for the
two great legacies he left Hastings. One was
a building, the other a policy, one was con-
crete and physical, the other abstract and
spiritual. They were, respectively, the Col-
lege's present facility on 198 McAllister
Street, and the Sixty-five Club.
It is probable that from the outset of his
tenure Snodgrass intended to build a perma-
nent home for the College. He was a builder
by instinct, with a sense of space and an eye
for decoration. In 1944, he proposed to the
Directors that "serious consideration" be
given to acquiring r"a building of its own for
Hastings College after the war.' The Board
gave its blessing, and with peace and the
deluge of GI's, the College began serious
planning. In 1946, Hastings submitted a re-
quest to the Department of Finance for an
appropriation. On July 18, 1947, the Gover-
nor signed an appropriation of $1,450,000
for Hastings; almost six years elapsed before
the new building was occupied. Dean Snod-
grass took time to choose the right site, and
he was reluctant to jump into an inflated
building market. He also wanted to make
sure that the structure would be adequate to
the College's long-term needs, and he was
prepared to see how enrollments progressed.
His first impulse was to build downtown in
Hastinp' irst permanent home. 198 McAllister Street.
the Montgomery-Clay -Sacramento area for
easier accessibility for part-time faculty and
students working in the business and legal
district. That would have been a mistake, as
the College's reliance on part-time teachers
was rapidly disappearing, and, though he
could not have forseen it, traffic congestion
would become worse there than in the Civic
Center. The original estimate called for
30,500 square feet of usable area, accom-
modating 500 students: the experience of the
late 1940's persuaded him that 49,500 square
feet with a capacity of up to 1,000 students
was better. Time has proven him correct.
Groundbreaking took place on November
30, 1950. The construction went slowly, but
Snodgrass took infinite pains in matters of
detailed space utilization and even decora-
tion, and the slow pace enabled him to keep
on site" supervision under his eye. As the
plan underwent minor modification and de-
sign development, from the site selection to
the imposing architectual design, the inner
utilization of space to the creation of an out-
door terrace, Dean Snodgrass had the last
word. It is possible that he has the distinction
of being the only academic who ever per-
suaded the University architect to accept
major architectural revisions that ran counter
to his professional judgment.
On March 26, 1953, the 75th anniversary
of Hastings and nine years after the Board of
Directors rectified the plan to build a perma-
nent home for the College, the building was
dedicated: a monument to the indefatigable
Snodgrass dream. The facade was imposing;
the interior thoroughly functional and almost
luxuriously elegant. The classrooms and
Moot Courtroom were perfectly furnished.
There was finally room for Charles William
Slack's library and the reading room was
named in his honor. There were offices for
all the faculty, a common room for them to
meet in, and ample space for student ac-
tivities. It was put to immediate good use,
and still functions that way today. After
three-quarters of a century of existence,
Hastings College of the Law received a per-
manent home through the energy and persis
tence of its dean.
While the building that Dean Snodgrass
created has needed improvements over time,
the ideals embodied in the policy he de-
veloped - the Hastings' Sixty-five Club-
have not.
That unique institution, Hastings' Sixty-
five Club, has been constituted of superan-
nuated but not retired professors. For over
three decades, the Sixty-five Club has pro-
vided Hastings with one of the most distin-
guished faculties in any American law
school. For two decades these professors,
ranging in age from 65 to 86, bore the brunt
of the teaching in the College. They re-
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volutioni/ed the program and the cur-
riculum. They brought almost instant fame to
the College. Though for the past six years the
instructional role of the Sixty-five Club has
been reduced, these seniors of the profession
still provide Hastings eminence by age.
The six 65'ers hired between 1940 and
1947 - Orrin Kip McMurray and Arthur M.
Cathcart in 1940, Edward S. Thurston in
1943, Oliver Le Roy McCaskell and Chester
G. Vermier in 1946, and Augustine Derby in
1947 - did not constitute a "club." They
were heralds of a new departure, but they
were not the departure itself. In May 1942.
Snodgrass attended the American Law Insti-
tute meeting in Philadelphia specifically to
talk to the deans of Harvard, Yale, Pennsyl-
vania, and Columbia about future staff for
Hastings; the implication was that he was
looking for younger, recent graduates of
these institutions. In itself, Snodgrass' mis-
sion was significant. He was desirous of in-
creasing the full-time faculty at Hastings and
he wanted lawyers of a more academic type
than the available pool of San Francisco
practitioners provided. There had been some
discussion in the Board about limiting part-
time faculty to two courses each, and this
was an indication of the Dean's predilection
for full-time instructors in the core of the pro-
gram. The exigencies of wartime prevented
any action from being taken - the College
was lucky to get any instructors it could find.
In the fall of 1945, in expectation of the GI
bulge, the issue of limiting part-time instruc-
tors (to three semester hours) arose ac-gin.
But of equal interest, the Dean and the Board
discussed compulsory retirement of faculty
at age seventy five. In December 1945, the
Board voted retirement at age seventy-five as
"a rule of general application." In fact,
while the rule remained on the books, it was
never enforced. The GI deluge beginning in
1946, coupled with a general shortage of law
teachers and the hot competition for them by
all the rapidly expanding law schools, per-
suaded Snodgrass that the College's full-time
faculty should be recruited almost exclu-
sively from 65'ers. By 1948, with the hiring
of four 65'ers (the largest number to date at
one time), Lawrence Vold, Max Radin. Dub-
ley 0. Mc~iovney, and Ernest G. Lorenzen;
an article in Reader's Digest on the 65'ers;
and Snodgrass' almost automatic reply to
jobseekers that the College was hiring no
full-time faculty under age sixty-five, it was
clear that the "club" was in existence. In
1949, when Everett Fraser, William G.
Hale, and George G. Bogert were hired,
there was no question about Hastincs
staffing policy.
For Snodgrass, the expedient of the 1940's
became his crusade for the 1950's. Always a
popular speaker and much in demand, by the
mid-1950's he could not be persuaded to talk
on any other subject than the inequity of
Dean Snodgrass and the original Sixty-Five Club: (standing, L to R) Lawrence Vold, Chester G. Vernier,
Augustin M. Derby. Ernest G. Lorenzen, Max Radin, (seated, L to R) Oliver McCaskill, Arthur Cathcart,
Dean Snodgrass.
compulsory retirement. He did not lack an
enthusiastic audience in the Golden State that
was growing in population geometrically in
large part by attracting retirees, in which the
elderly were becoming a political force of
considerable proportions, and which gave
our language that infelicitous euphemism,
"senior citizen." The Sixty-Five Club and
its creator received national publicity, in
Coronet, Look. Newsweek, on radio and
television.
For Snodgrass, the Club presented the op-
portunity to gain a scholarly faculty that the
College could not acquire otherwise. He
made the best of it. In the men he recruited
and the institution he created he gave Hast-
ings its richest legacy since the original gift
of Serranus Clinton Hastings. With the
Sixty-five Club, Hastings moved forward
from being merely a law school - and a
good one - to being a distinguished law
school staffed by a distinguished, scholarly
faculty. This was the seed of greatness,
which once planted, flourished.
David Ellington Snodgrass finally "made
it" into the Club of his own design when he
turned 65 in 1959. But on July 10, 1963,
after heart surgery, he failed to regain con-
sciousness, and his marvellously turbulent
career came to a quiet (and merciful) end.
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Dean Snodgrass (standing, with eyeshade) and Vice Dean Sammis (seated in front of Dean Snodgrass) at a
meeting of the Hastings faculty.
The good fortune of the College, as well
as its rise to academic excellence, did not
end with the death of Dean Snodgrass. Ar-
thur Maxwell Sammis, his successor, had
been with Dean Snodgrass since 1947. Al-
though he was often overshadowed by the
bright light of Snodgrass' star, he possessed
strengths that his predecessor lacked, and in
raw administrative ability he was certainly
Snodgrass' equal and possibly his superior.
Sammis was an unpretentious man, an
academic with a genuinely scholarly bent (he
co-authored the leading casebook on Cali-
fornia Community Property Law), not abra-
sive in human relationships, a just man and a
seeker of concord. He was not timorous or
vapid. Highly principled, he was fearless in
saying and doing what was right. Sammis,
when angry, which was much less often than
was the case with Snodgrass, could be for-
midable.
Sammis joined the Hastings faculty in
1944 as a part-time instructor while working
in a law firm in the city. In July 1947, in the
midst of the GI bulge, Snodgrass decided
Sammis was the man to second him in the
administrative headache of the day. and
he was appointed Registrar and Professor.
Sammis gave up practice with his firm, in
which he had become a junior partner. The
remainder of his career and life was devoted
to Hastings with total commitment.
Sammis' formal duties as Registrar were
to maintain student records and, on delecO
tion of the Board of Directors, to manage the
College's finances and deal with its business.
In fact, throughout the GI years, the routine
administration of the College fell to Sammis,
acting singlehandedly. There was no estab-
lished division of labor between Dean Snod-
grass and Registrar Sammis - Sammis did
everything that Snodgrass didn't want to do.
saw everybody that Snodgrass didn't want to
see, and went everywhere that Snodgrass
didn't want to go. With little significant
change, this pattern continued when Sammis
became Associate Dean in 1953, and did not
chance until he became Dean in 1963.
The tragic death of Snodgrass on the
operating table shook Sammis. Doubly. He
lost a close friend and he had to take on the
whole burden of the College as the academic
year began. Sammis himself had just re-
turned to work shortly before becoming Act-
ing Dean on July 12, 1963, two days after
Snodgrass' death. In early May, Sammis had
suffered six sharp heart attacks that had al-
most killed him. It is touching to read Snod-
grass' last letters, full of unalloyed concern
for Sammis, and then to read Sammis' letters
shortly after Snodgrass' death, describing
how Snodgrass "had been going on nerve
alone for the past two or three years" with
heartvalves ruined by aortic stenosis. Sam-
mis knew that he himself was a marked man
- marked by the black daub of mortality -
from the first day of his deanship. It gave
him pause, but it did not stop him.
Snodgrass' "testament politique was
that Sammis succeed him. Indeed, there
were rumors afloat shortly before Snodgrass
died that he was going to retire and that Wil-
liam Prosser, who had given up the Boalt
deanship two years before and was about to
retire as professor, would take his place.
Snodgrass quashed the rumors by blunt de-
nials, pointing out that if he quit, his succes-
sor would be Sammis. The Directors knew
Sammis - as Registrar he had attended vir-
tually every Board meeting since 1947. The
faculty, both 65'ers and part-time teachers,
had respect for Sammis and confidence in
him. The Board took the unusual step of poll-
ing the entire faculty as to their recommen-
dations for the new regular dean. The faculty
was unanimous in favoring Sammis. In Oc-
tober 1963, Sammis was confirmed in the
deanship. He was delighted, took great
pleasure in the congratulations that flowed in
upon him, but replied to them by saying that
he did not think he could fill Snodgrass'
shoes. Invariably he went on to point out,
however, that he had shoes of his own, and
he would do his best. He was not unworthy
of his predecessor, and in the seven years
given to him to direct the fortunes of the
College. he made a number of valuable and
important changes.
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Nothing beset Sammis more during his
administration than students - not in fine,
but in gross. There were a great many of
them, and more and more year-by-year, and
they were an unusually yeasty and demand-
ing lot. Sammis was probably better equip-
ped by experience to deal with them than
almost anybody else who might have been
dean. He had begun his teaching and ad-
ministrative career facing the GI bulge, and
he had a very well-defined idea of what legal
education was and what it was supposed to
do. In coping with numbers of students and
also their "'non-negotiable demands" (al-
ways itemized), his idea of legal education,
which was consonant with the Colleic's trad-
itional function, was an asset.
The first major development undertaken
by Sammis came in the spring of his first
year at the helm. Since 1961, the College
had given serious consideration to establish-
ing a full-fledged legal clinic program. In
1960, John Bradway had joined the Sixty-
five Club after almost three decades at
Duke. Bradway was still the missionary of
legal clinical instruction, and within two
years of coming to Hastings he managed to
create a third-year course in the subject,
which he taught in a class limited to twenty
students admitted on the basis of their
cumulative average. The emphasis in the
course was on first-hand experience in inter-
viewing clients, gathering facts, and prepar-
ing cases for trial and ultimate disposition.
Director John Pigott was particularly in-
terested in expanding the program. Sammis,
more than Snodgrass, favored the program
and in early 1964 final plans were laid for 40
students to work in the offices of the San
Francisco Legal Aid Society, and in the dis-
trict attorney's and the public defender's
offices. Bradway was put in charge, and the
chief counsel to the Legal Aid Society,
Thomas Rothwell, was appointed to the ad-
junct faculty to direct the afternoon office
work of the students. From this humble be-
ginning developed the clinical and externship
programs which today offer ten courses in
the practical application of the law learned in
the classroom, in clinics in civil justice,
criminal justice, discrimination, labor law,
legal health, and trial practice, and in extern-
ships in trial court and public office and in
public interest practice. Hundreds of upper-
class students now avail themselves of the
opportunity offered by one of the largest and
best clinical law curricula in the country.
Another major development that Sammis
initiated was the integration of the faculty,
including the vast wisdom and experience of
the Sixty-five Club, into the decision making
process of the College. All of Sammis' cur-
riculum changes were made by faculty action
upon proposal by a faculty curriculum com-
mittee. This procedure was a legacy from
Snodgrass' last years, and reflected the
prominence of the Sixty-five Club. What
Snodgrass had not allowed to be delegated to
the faculty was faculty appointments; in that
vital realm his imperium was undiminished.
Sammis did not take quite so high a view of
decanal prerogative. He recognized that the
eminent and experienced academics compris-
ing the Sixty-five Club could give invaluable
advice in selecting new members of the fa-
culty. They had been involved in the selec-
tion process where they had taught before,
whether they had been deans or not. None of
the major law schools after 1940 hired la-
culty without some procedure for faculty re-
view, and in most such procedures had been
in existence from the 1930's. Hastings, be-
cause of its previous reliance on part-time
faculty and by virtue of its tradition of dean-
ship, had lagged behind the norm in this.
Sammis brought it up to date. It was he who
insisted that the Directors poll the full-time
faculty for their advice on who should be the
new permanent dean after Snodgrass; his
courage was matched only by his confidence.
Sammis also required that the full-time fa-
culty act as a whole in confirming his ap-
pointment. Henceforth, he applied the same
procedure to the selection of new faculty. A
faculty appointments committee was estab-
lished, and its recommendations, while
subject to the dean's veto, would go forward
for faculty confirmation before presentation
to the Board. The role of the dean in ap-
pointments was not (and is not now) negligi-
ble and could be determinative, but the old
way was banished forever by Sammis.
Hastings' "new wing" near its completion.
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Sammis was also responsible for the
gradual phasing out of the old practice of
takine as many who came and relying on
high grading standards to winnow out the
weak by the end of the first year. This was
not an abrupt action, but was based on a
strong, earl\ intention of the new dean. He
did not like the waste of effort and the harsh-
ness of the old way. Two developments gave
him the means to effect a new admissions
police One was the increasing number of
applications. The other was an already
higher basic admission requirement inherited
from Snoderass. Since 1955-56, a B.A. or
its equivalent had been required of all en-
trants. And from 1961-62, applicants were
required to take the Law School Admission
Test. otherwise known as the LSAT. This
brought the Hastings admission process into
conformity with the highest prevailing stan-
dard in American law schools.
Like his predecessor, Sammis also left a
physical imprint on Hastings. Snodgrass'
pride and joy, 198 McAllister Street, was
becoming terminally overcrowded. The new
building had been planned to accommodate
550 students comfortably, and up to 1,000 in
a pinch uncomfortably, for a short period. In
fall 1963, Hastings' enrollment stood at 989,
it had not been as low as 550 since 1958.
Since the new building was occupied in
1953, enrollment had increased an average
of 11 percent annually, and in 1962 it had
jumped 21 percent and in 1963, 15 percent.
As early as 1960, Snodgrass had cast covet-
ous eyes around the neihborhood in search
of space. The old Iris Hotel, adjacent to the
College on its north side along Hyde Street,
was the best site, since it would allow for the
addition of a new wing contiguous to the
school. Exploratory negotiations with the
owners were delicate. State appropriation for
purchase, razing and planning and construct-
ing a new wing had to go through the Re-
gents, an exercise requiring careful handling.
By the time Sammis took office it was clear
that the College should go ahead. The in-
creasing student enrollments were requiring
additional sections in courses for all three
Nears, and space was at a premium. The fa-
culty, which was expanding rapidly, was in-
creasingly ill-housed - offices were no
longer "tasteful and cozy," or if they were
cozy it was because of doubling up. It took
Sammis two years to get the proposal beyond
the mere planning stage with the University
and the state. The possibility of securing fed-
eral money required further negotiations.
Land acquisition waited upon a bond issue
for the University. For four years, from 1965
until the handsome new wing was dedicated
two days after Christmas in 1969, Dean
Sammis and Registrar Marvin J. Anderson
were almost continuously occupied with the
project. It all went too slowly. In 1967, some
relief of overcrowding had been secured by
leasing the old Bancroft-Whitney building on
Hyde Street, currently state property.
In 1883 and 1885, Serranus Clinton Hast-
ings secured legislation abolishine the Col-
lege's Board and putting the College under
control of the Regents. The California Su-
preme Court held this legislation to be un-
constitutional. There was considerable irony
in the decision. The constitutional safeguards
against political interference in the Univer-
sit) were construed to prevent the legislature
from perfecting the affiliation of Hastings
with the University that had been intended by
the 1878 act and which had not, in fact or
convincingly in law, been accomplished.
When finally finished, the new wine was
deservedly a cause for jubiliation. The ar-
chitects, successors to Masten and Hurd who
had built 198 McAllister, executed a
thoroughly contemporary building with an
extraordinarily dramatic visual impact. The
new faculty offices had prominent bay win-
dows, which gave a somewhat castellated
appearance to the structure, but that was,
after all, in keeping with the architectural
tradition of the university and appropriate to
Hastings' continuing struggle for autonomy
and adequate housing. On five floors, twelve
more offices were made available, three
classrooms of about 100 seats each permitted
four sections of first and second-year courses
and three for the third year, and a splendid
Moot Court Room housed what had become
a prominent feature of the College's pro-
gram. A magnificent two-story library read-
ing room, seminar rooms, typing room, con-
ference room, offices for the Law Journal,
and ample space for lounges, dining
facilities, and lockers completed the whole.
As the dedication brochure noted with
guarded triumph, "Overcrowding, so famil-
iar to many of the 4,000 alumni, will be
eliminated - pro tem." Though the new ad-
dition made it possible to do justice to the
1,200 students of 1969, the "pro tem" has
already run out. Today, with 1,500 students,
an expanded program, and higher expecta-
tions in legal education, the time has come to
build again.
Tragically, for Arthur Sammis "pro tem"
was all too short. He had less than a year to
enjoy the new building, the attainment of
which had required so much of his effort. His
labors, on borrowed time for seven years,
had taken a heavy toll. A few days before his
59th birthday in September 1970, he an-
nounced that he would retire as dean on Feb-
ruary 1, 1971. On October 29, 1970, he
died. His epitaph should be a line from an
unsigned letter from a student twenty years
before, who had taken Future Interests from
him: "The 'Sixty-five Club' sets a very high
standard for legal teaching, but you certainly
measure up to that standard." He was a fine
teacher and a devoted administrator.






"Child Care in America is still a pioneer-
ing institution We all learn in school
how important and formative the first five
years of anyone's life is. but we don't do
anything about it - we don't begin to sub-
sidize children's education until they're five,
and by that time most of the damage or the
good has been done," says Lyda Beardsley,
Director of one of the nation's most innova-
tive centers in this "pioneering institution,"
the Hastings Child Care Center. And a world
of good is being done at the Center.
The Hastings Child Care Center is the first
law school child care center of its kind in the
United States. It enables law students, some
of whom would otherwise not be able to at-
tend Hastings, to concentrate on their legal
studies, confident that their children are
happy and well cared for, receiving some of
the best child care available in the country.
The Center provides not just custodial child
care, or a baby-sitting service as many
"drop-in" or short-term child care centers
might, but developmental child care, tending
to the physical, cognitive, emotional and so-
cial needs of the pre-school age children of
Hastings' student-parents. With the highest
number of student-parents of any U.C. cam-
pus, a student body of which one third are
women, and a large number of single
student-parents, it is obvious that Hastings
needs a facility like the Child Care Center.
The College has always encouraged students
to attend Hastings when their lives are stable
and they are serious about their legal educa-
tion; this often means that Hastings students
are older, with families already started. The
Hastings Child Care Center enables many
such students to take their children to school
with them and drop them off at the nearby
Center. While the Hastings student-parent is
studying the intricacies of Contracts or pre-
paring for Moot Court, they can be sure that
their children are happy and learning too, at
one of the best and most unique child care
centers in the country.
The Center was established in 1971 by the
students of Hastings, and they are given
highest priority in enrollments. The Center
also serves the faculty and staff of Hastings,
as well as federal employees in the Civic
Center area, many of whom are Hastings
alumni. It is licensed by the California State
Department of Education to provide a child
development program for thirty children,
aged six months to five years. It operates
year-around, five days a week, from 7:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. As a private, non-profit
corporation with close ties to the College, it
is administered by its own Board of Direc-
tors, whose officers include Acting President
and staff representative Jack Padilla, Person-
nel Officer at the College, faculty repre-
sentative Professor William Riegger, alumni
representative and Secretary Dan Reed '78.
Treasurer and public representative Kathy
White, a certified public accountant with the
accounting firm of Haskins and Sells, public
representative Doris Peterson, an experi-
enced mother of four children (one of whom
is Dean Jane Peterson), student-parent repre-
sentative Chuck Bourdon, and student-parent
representative Ed Yuen, third-year student at
Hastings. Dean of Administration David
Concepci6n serves as liaison between the
College and the Center. contributing his ac-
tive support and participation in Center ac-
tivities. Elections for new Board members
will be held this fall, and the Board is cur-
rently inviting nominations for student-
parent representatives from all members of
the Hastings Community.
One of the things that makes the Hastings
Child Care Center unique is its "Baby
Center." This is a separate area in the Child
Care Center set aside for infants aged six
months to two years. Babies have their own
space, equipment, changing area, and nap
room. Staff members gear the babies' learn-
ing to provide for those essential skills which
the preschoolers in the rest of the Center
have already mastered. The Hastings Child
Care Center is the only child care center in
the area that serves infants in a developmen-
tal setting, and because of this unique ser-
vice, the Center regularly receives visitors
from many U.S. federal agencies and from
all over the world to view the "Baby
Center."
One of the reasons the Child Care Center
provides such excellent care for the children
of Hastings students, staff, and faculty is the
high ratio of staff members to children it
maintains, In the "Baby Center," there is
always at least one adult caring for every
four babies; for every five toddlers, there is
at least one adult looking after their needs
and monitoring their entire development.
Staff members at the Center are highly-
trained and certified by the State Department
of Education in their respective fields.
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Full-time Director Lvda Beardsles has
seven years experience as a teacher in Bay
Area schools specializing in early childhood
education, and holds a Masters of
Philosophy of Education degree. Infant
teacher Luce Sandoval, who has been with
the Center almost since its inception, is an
infant specialist from France. Head teacher
Diane Ryken teaches pre-schoolers at the
Center, and has a degree in psychology from
U.C. Davis. Sheila Signer, who also works
with the infants at the Center, has a Master's
degree in education, and is also an accom-
plished musician. Sheila makes a point of
learning at least one song from each of the
eleven different cultural heritages now repre-
sented at the Center, and teaches and enter-
tains the infants at the Center with her music,
often with their astonishingly competent ac-
companiment. Toddler teacher Jennie Maida
specializes in art, in which she has a degree
from San Francisco State University. Pre-
school teacher Bruce Riordan, a former disc
jockey, is currently specializing in educa-
tional media at San Francisco State.
Teachers aides include senior staff member
Vera Lapshinoff, Lisa Galblum, who has a
degree in biology, Joey Simas, a student in
journalism, and Cheryl Cox, who is studying
education. This fall there will also be two
extra aides helping teach the toddlers at the
Center under the College's work-study pro-
gram.
Staff members are attracted to working at
the Center by the high quality of care it pro-
vides, and the experimentation with de-
velopmental child care and pre-school educa-
tional methods it allows. Children at the
Center are receiving not only some of the
best care available, but some of the most
advanced, with staff members basing their
academic philosophies on the teachings of
such modern child care theorists as Montes-
sori, Piaget, Erikson, and of course, Dr.
Spock. The staff is trained to provide each
child each day with stimulating learning ex-
periences in which they are encouraged to
grow socially and physically, as well as to
learn the more rudimentary cognitive skills
such as which color is blue and how to tie a
shoe. A flexible curriculum is maintained to
allow for each child's individual needs. Be-
cause many children at the Center come from
small families, time is set aside each day for
babies and toddlers to interact with each
other. Though the children's time is carefully
planned and they are closely supervised, se-
curity and affection are administered in heap-
ing helpings all the while the children are at
the Center.
Unfortunately, the cost of quality child
care is high. Fees range from $145 (for care
three days a week for children two to five
years) to $265 (for care five days a week for
children under two years). Although the
Hastings Child Care Center was created by
and for the students of Hastings, there are
many student-parents who cannot afford the
high cost of having their children receive
such fine care; in fact, many cannot afford
any child care at all. A recent survey of Hast-
ings students conducted by the Center shows
that there are five to six times as many
student-parents who need child care as can
afford it.
Surprisingly, this exemplary child care is
provided at the Center in spite of inadequate
facilities made necessary by the Center's
tight budget. At present, the Center is lo-
cated in the basement of a residence hotel at
270 McAllister Street. This basement was
never designed to be a child care facility; to
meet even the most basic requirements for a
comfortable, efficient operation would be
costly. With little space for expansion and
even less money, physical improvements to
the Center cannot be made. Unlike other
campus child care programs, the Center has
no suitable kitchen facility, no oven, no dish-
washer, and no laundry facility. Teachers
must spend a sizable amount of their time
each day simply preparing food, cleaning up
after cold lunches, and washing baby bottles
three times a day - chores which at most
campus child care centers are done by non-
teaching employees. There are few windows
to provide natural light and ventilation for
the children, and it was only this year that the
Center finally had more than one sink and
one toilet for thirty children and more than
six adults. Student-parents, on a rotating
basis, launder nap-time blankets and sheets
each week. And in addition to inadequate
facilities, teachers at the Center must live on
salaries half the equivalent they would be
paid if they worked at a government-
sponsored child care center.
In order to better serve the students of
Hastings, the Center has for the past two
years applied for and received funding from
the State of California in the form of campus
center funds to subsidize spaces for the chil-
dren of the lowest-income families on cam-
pus who apply for such subsidies. The
unique aspect of this type of funding, the
only type of funding available from the State
which allows the Center to give highest
priority to Hastings students, is that one
quarter of the amount which the State pro-
vides the Center must be matched with local
funds. On most U.C. campuses. these local
funds are usually taken out of the students
registration fees, but because of Hastings'
unique charter with the State, this is prohi-
bited, and the quarter-match must be raised
in some other way. The Antenor Patiiio En-
dowment Fund provides part of this
quarter-match funding for the Center: last
year it provided $3,232.17. The State also
allows the Center to receive some of the
match funds in the College's "in-kind" con-
tribution of the building in which the Center
operates rent-free. Last year, the Center peti-
tioned Hastings students during finals, ask-
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ink them if the would be willing to have an
e\tra S2.00 added to their incidental fees
which would go directly to the Center. The
students, even under the duress of finals. re-
sponded overwhelmingl that theN would,
and when the petition wvas presented to the
College's Board of Directors, they concurred
with the students' wish to provide the Center
with extra student money.
This year, with the overwshelming support
of the students behind them, and with the
knows ledge that State funding had opened up
once again (State funds are not always avail-
able, and can only be applied for when they
are), the fundraisers of the Hastings Child
Care Center (the Board of Directors, staff
members and parents) applied to the State for
extra funds for expansion, to provide ten
more spaces under State subsidy.
But this is the year of Proposition 13.
Many child care centers in California that
were formeriN supported by county funds
lost their funding, and the State began giving
such centers higher priority for State sub-
sidies. As a result, the Hastings Child Care
Center did not receive anN expansion funds
to provide more spaces for low-income stu-
dent families. In addition, the Center did not
receive any cost-of-living raises in their
funding levels for the past two years, and
consequently there are now only enough
funds to subsidize nine spaces in the Center,
when formerly there were ten. At the end of
July this year, Director Lyda Beardsley ex-
plained the effects of the Center s continuing
fund shortage: "We have taken in twenty-
five applications for subsidy, and we can
only give that money to nine families. That
means there are fifteen families in this last
month whose applications we can't serve,
and who knows how many applications wAe
will receive before school starts, a month
from now. There are still a lot of students
who don't even know we're here. But we've
already had to make the final decisions: we
can't keep all of these parents waiting until
the day before school starts to find out if they
have child care. Even if I get an application
from someone with a lower income tomor-
row, it won't qualify for subsidy."
In the future, the Center will be housed in
more modern facilities in the Hastings Law
Center, with space to serve forty children.
But until the new facilities are built, the chil-
dren and staff at the Hastings Child Care
Center will have to tolerate present condi-
tions at the Center, unless new funding
sources can be found.
This means that the Child Care Center will
have to step up its fundraising efforts even
more for next year. The Center's dedicated
fundraisers already hold many fundraising
activities each year, the most recent of which
was its annual Halloween Party Raffle (com-
plete with numerous small goblins and
ghosts), a very successful event which
brought the Center $2,500 in badly needed
funds.
The care provided the children of Hastings
students, faculty and staff at the Hastings
Child Care Center is some of the best in the
United States. "But we're still not great,"
says Director Lyda Beardsley. "We want to
keep growing and getting stronger and hav-
ing enough support, so that someday we can
really become the Center that we want to be.
So far, it's worked more and more we
are helping the kids whom we had originally
intended to help."
ATTENTION HASTINGS ALUMS! As
this issue of The Hastings Community goes
to press, the Hastings Child Care Center is
seeking someone to serve as volunteer legal
counsel for the Center. If you're interested in
helping the Center continue its superlative
child care services by offering your legal ta-
lents, would like to do other volunteer work
for the Center, or can make a contribution,
please contact Director Lyda Beardsley at
863-081 1 (the Center is happy to receive
"in-kind' contributions also - furniture,
clothes, radios, etc., anything salable or usa-
ble, for use in their many fundraising raffles
and rummage sales).
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The Tony Patino Fellowship:
1978 - A Year of Progress
The Tony Patiiho Fellowship is a unique
endowment aimed at developing more
socially-concerned members of the legal pro-
fession. Representing the largest gift - cur-
rently valued at $1,000,000 - ever received
by Hastings College of the Law, it is entering
its second year with a record of exceptional
progress in all phases of its development.
Public awareness of the Fellowship, as
well as professional recognition of its special
qualities and purposes, has grown tremend-
ously since it was established last year, ac-
cording to Dean Marvin J. Anderson and the
Friends of the Tony Patino Fellowship, the
latter a group of approximately 200 Califor-
nians dedicated to the philosophy of the
pace-setting educational grant.
The Tony Patiiio Fellowship was estab-
lished at Hastings by Mrs. Francesca Turner
in memory of her son, the late Antenor
Patiiio, Jr., a Hastings student who died in
1973. The method of selection of recipients,
and the criteria involved, are unique. At
Mrs. Turner's instructions, the Fellowship
Committee specifically seeks to recognize
and aid applicants whose personal and
academic history demonstrates a dedication
to social needs through active participation in
organizations and programs that contribute to
the solution of a wide range of problems now
facing our society.
Since the selection, in 1977, of the first
two Fellows-Elect, editors of leading bar
journals throughout the nation have been
personally contacted, resulting in major arti-
cles and laudatory editorials on the Fellow-
ship in more than sixty publications, includ-
ing The State Bar of California Reports, The
Los Angeles Daily Journal, The Beverly
Hills Bar Journal, The Recorder (San Fran-
cisco), The Orange County Bar Journal,
Dicta (San Diego), The Communicator
(Chicago), The Texas Bar Journal, The
Louisiana Bar Journal, The Georgia State
Bar News, The Kansas City Bar Association
News Head Notes, The Akron Bar Associa-
tion News, The West Virginia State Bar
Journal, The Advocate of the Bronx County,
N. Y. State Bar Journal, The Massachusetts
State Bar Journal, The District Laws'er of
Washington, D.C., The New Hampshire
State Bar, the Bulletin of the Bar Association
of Erie Counts, N.Y., The Rhode Island Bar
Association and the Connecticut Bar Jour-
nal, among others.
Also contacted, personally, were pre-law
advisors in seventy of the leading colleges
and universities of the nation.
As a result of these activities, 1978 applic-
ants for the Tony Patifio Fellowship, at the
present time, number seventy-eight, more
than four times the number who applied in
1977. The applicants, who come from all
parts of the country, presently attend such
outstanding schools as Stanford University,
University of California at Berkeley.
Claremont College, Brown University, Har-
vard Universitv. Yale University, Columbia
University, University of Maine, Ohio State
University, Vassar College, University of
Michigan, Notre Dame Universit, Univer-
sity of Washington, Duke University. God-
dard College, Arizona State University and
Texas Women's University, among others.
On the fund-raisine front. the Friends of
the Tony Patii o Fellosxship report that con-
tributions totaling S34,400 have al-
ready been received this year from 135 indi-
viduals and corporations. The bulk of the
contributions are associated with the enter-
tainment industry, where Tony Patihio was
known and respected as a gifted writer of
motion pictures and television showAs. Nearly
half of the contributors are screenwriters
themselves. Most of the other donors are
producers, directors and other creative per-
sonnel working in motion pictures and tele-
vision.
The aim of the fund-raising effort is to
assure the financial strength and the steady
growth of the Fellowship.
A trust agreement was recently finalized
between Hastings College of Law and the
Irving Trust Company of New York, which
is charged with the management of all funds
accruing to the Tony Patifio Fellowship.
Dean Anderson and Mrs. Francesca Turner
supervised the drawing up of the Trust
Agreement. The trust is irrevocable and has
been set up in perpetuity, in accordance with
the stipulation accompanying the original
gift.
Each Tony Patiiio Fellow-Elect is granted
$5,000 a year to be used for both educational
and living expenses. A cost-of-living evalua-
tion index has been built into the trust
mechanism, so that the trustee over the years
can adjust the amount of the award to con-
form to prevailing educational and living
costs.
In addition, if the Fellow-Elect should re-
quire child care for his or her young children
(age six months to three years), such care can
be provided through the Antenor Patifio, Jr.
Endowment Fund.
The donor hopes that the financial support
from the Fellowship will afford the recipient
the opportunity for free inquiry and activity,
outside his or her legal studies, in areas of his
or her interest related to the needs of society.
The Fellowship is renewable each year
based upon performance and demonstration
of character. Upon receiving the two renew-
als of the Fellowship and upon the successful
completion of the requirements for the Juris
Doctor degree, the recipient will then be
known as a "Tony Patifio Fellow."
Aftei an intensive screening process, nine
finalists will be selected by the Fellowship
Selection Committee, whose members in-
clude Chairman of the Committee and
former United States Supreme Court Justice,
1The Honorable Arthur J. Goldberg, former
Justice of the California Supreme Court. The
Honorable Raymond Sullivan. The Honora-
ble Arthur Alarcon, Rosemar y Gauthier,
Leilani Weirick, and Elliott Witt.
Editor s Note: The announcement of the de-
cision of the Fellowship Selection Commit-
tee was made just as we went to press. This
year s Tony Patiilo Fellowship recipients are:




Hastings' Centennial Class of 1978 celeb-
rated the end of their tenure at Hastings at a
commencement ceremony held at the
Masonic Auditorium on Saturday, May 20.
The 492 members of the Class of 1978 and
their families and friends filled the au-
ditorium to hear retired California Supreme
Court Justice and new member of Hastings'
Sixty-Five Club faculty, The Honorable
Raymond L. Sullivan.
Following the ceremony, a champagne re-
ception was held at the College. Most class
members and their guests attended and en-
joyed introducing their families to faculty
members and touring the campus.
To the members of the Class of 1978:
Congratulations, good luck on the Bar
Exam, and welcome to the profession.
Grace Cathedral Event
by Dorothy Collins
In recognition of the Centennial Anniver-
sary of the U.C.-Hastings College of Law, as
well as the transcendency of the principals of
jurisprudence upon which it was founded, a
special Centennial Ceremony was held at
Grace Cathedral on Saturday, May 20, 1978.
Justice A. Frank Bray '10, Chairman of
the Board of Directors of the College, read
the original Address as presented in 1878 by
Serranus Clinton Hastings, founder of the in-
stitution. This was followed by an address
presented by Virginia Faircloth '78, Editor-
in-Chief, Hastings Law Journal, in which
she followed the same theme of awareness
and change. Just as S. C. Hastings had ex-
pressed his regard for "the desire to diffuse a
knowledge of the great principles of juris-
prudence . among all classes of society
to elevate the general standing of the
bar Ms. Faircloth spoke of the in-
stitution's responsibility to respond to
change as an on-going commitment to prog-
ress.
History re-lived at Grace Cathedral.
The ceremony began at 11 A.M. with the
process of flag bearers from the student or-
ganization, Hastings Christian Fellowship.
Participants in the ceremony included the
Reverend Maurice McCormick, J.C.L.,
Chaplain of the University of California and
the Saint Thomas More Society, David A.
Cooling, M.DIV., M.S.M.A. Canon Chan-
cellor of Grace Cathedral, Roger Hull, Jr.,
B.A., M.Div., Th.M., Pastor of Old First
Presbyterian Church in San Francisco, and
Suzanne Frima Cummins '79, B.A., repre-
senting the Jewish faith.
As a part of the celebration, Dean Marvin
J. Anderson, Dean of the College, delivered
the Proclamation from the Honorable George
R. Moscone '56, Mayor of the City of San
Francisco. May 20, 1978 was proclaimed
"Hastings Centennial Day."
The Special Ceremony was followed by a
luncheon hosted by Harry H. Hastings, great
grandson of S. C. Hastings, and member of
the Hastings Board of Directors, at the Mark
Hopkins Hotel in San Francisco.
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The Hastings Center for
Trial and Appellate Advocacy
by Kay Holley
Nearly a thousand judges, law professors,
attorneys, and law students, from forty-six
states, Guam, Puerto Rico, Micronesia,
Canada, and England recently participated in
the 1978 College of Advocacy. Sponsored
by the Hastings Center for Trial and Appel-
late Advocacy, the two-week long college
provided an intensive program including
workshops, lectures, demonstrations and
panels in both civil and criminal justice trial
technique.
As the continuing legal education depart-
ment of Hastings College of the Law, the
Center provides a vital educational service
for Hastings alumni and their fellow mem-
bers of the practicing bar. This year s pro-
gram, the Center's largest undertaking to
date, boasted an impressive array of jurists
and legal scholars. Moreover, the College of
Advocacy s faculty furnishes the depth of
background information and experience that
only practicing litigators can provide.
Under the leadership of Dean Marvin J.
Anderson and then Associate Dean Guy 0.
Kornblum, the Center's birth in 1971 marked
the beginning of the foremost trial advocacy
program in the nation. Since 1971, the
Center has presented eight summer programs
and a myriad of shorter day and weekend
seminars. Through its commitment to furth-
ering quality continuing legal education, the
Center has serviced nearly 4,000 attorneys
during the past eight years.
The use of sophisticated video technology
has always placed an important role in the
College's programs. This year, the Hastings
Television Production Crew, under the direc-
tion of Dick Dillman, Director of the Hast-
ings Television Office, taped all Moot Court-
room productions. Making use of recently
purchased video equipment, the Hastings
Crew produced quality color tapes of Advo-
cacy programs. The Center markets tapes
from the now extensive video library for use
by bar associations, law schools, and law
firms throughout the country. The 1978 tapes
will soon be available.
Director Kay Holley, the Center's guiding force for
the past two years.
Last year, the Center provided effective
short-term programs by showing selected
videotapes at a series of Saturday Seminars.
Backed by a three-person live panel, the
tapes provide excellent permanent sources of
"live" demonstrations of modern advocacy
technique. Looking to the future, the Center
plans to expand its short-term programs
especially in the fie!d of criminal justice liti-
gation.
While the efforts of literally hundreds are
involved in a successful College of Advo-
cacy, a few personalities stand out. Kay
Holley ends a two-year term as Director to
enter private practice. Barbara Caulfield and
B. J. Putterman-Crigger will be handling the
Center's administrative functions for 1979.
At the last Board Meeting, Joe Rogers turned
over the reigns of office to Wallace
Fujiyama, next year's Chairperson. Under
the guidance of Mr. Fujiyama and Ms.
Caulfield, the Center will, no doubt, seek
and find new horizons in continuing legal
education.




On Friday, April 28, 1978, the 1066
Foundation hosted its Annual Members Re-
ception and Dinner. This year's event was
appropriately held in the Stanford Ballroom
of the Stanford Court Hotel. "Appropri-
ately" as dancing commenced immediately
after the over 200 guests were ushered from
cocktails into the dining/ballroom. They
were greeted by the music of Del Courtney's
Band and responded.in ven spirited fashion!
The Foundation also took time to honor
the members of the Sixty-five Club faculty
who have retired after this academic year:
Professors Milton D. Green, Russell N. Sul-
livan and Sheldon Tefft. Professor Tefft was
present to accept a certificate of appreciation
for his many years of service to Hastings,
from 1066 President John J. Vlahos.
Special guest for the evening was Profes-
sor Thomas G. Barnes, who fascinated
everyone with his account of Hastings' col-
orful history. Having done extensive re-
search for his recently published Hastings
College of the Law: The First Century, Pro-
fessor Barnes recounted stories about a few
of Dean Marvin J. Anderson's predecessors.
As everyone discovered, the College has had
its share of characters, who not only shaped
its future, but that of the new State of Cali-
fornia as well.
It was with similar pioneering spirit that
the 1066 Foundation was begun some seven
years ago. Dedicated to assisting Hastings
with its most vital financial needs, for which
public funds are unavailable or inadequate,
the Foundation has donated nearly $100,000
to the College since 1971. An estimable and
appropriate achievement in Hastings' Cen-
tennial year.
The members reception and dinner is a
traditional spring event. Invitations to this
black tie affair are open only to members of
the 1066 Foundation. Those of you who mis-
sed this year's festivities and would like to be
included next spring should contact The De-
velopment Office at Hastings for further de-
tails.
1066 Past President Myron Etienne '52 Charlene Etienne, Martha Vlahos, current
1066 President John Vlahos '61.
1066 Foundation
Scholarship Awards
and the Constitutional Law Quarterly, this
year marked the first time funds were made
available to students of COMMIENT: A
Journal of Communication and Entertain-
ient Law and the International and Coin-
parative Law Review Both publications re-
leased their inaugural issues in 1977.
These grants, made annually, are adminis-
tered by the editor of the respective law re-
view and distributed to members of the edito-
rial staff on a financial need priority. Since
the Foundation was initiated over 120 stu-
dents have been awarded similar schol-
arships.
As Hastings begins its second century, the
1066 Foundation looks forward to providing
even greater support to insure this tradition
of legal excellence. Future goals include con-
tinuing student scholarships, completing the
Rollin Perkins Chair in Criminal Law, ac-
quiring special library volumes and support
for the new Law Center complex.
The members of the 1066 Foundation ex-
tend their congratulations to this year's
scholarship recipients and to the 1978
graduating class!
Editors-in-Chief of the Constitutional Law Quar-
terly: (Clockwise from bottom) Mary C. Eklund
'78, 1977-78; Campbell Killefer '77, 1976-77;
Judith F. Pais '76, 1975-76; Patrick A. Cathcart
'75, 1974-75.
The 1066 Foundation was conceived
nearly seven years ago to insure the continua-
tion of excellence in Hastings' legal educa-
tional program. It was the belief of its found-
ing members that the best way to accomplish
this goal was primarily in the form of finan-
cial assistance to its students and faculty.
The response from the College's consti-
tuency (alumni, faculty, parents, friends) in-
creased to the point where an unprecedented
number of scholarships were awarded this
year.
A total of fifty-five students from the four
scholarly publications received funds in ex-
cess of S17,000 made possible by the 1066
Foundation. In addition to the Law Journal
1977-78 Editorial Staff of the Hastings Law Journal: (L to R) Gerald L. Poner '78, Associate
Executive Editor; Virginia Faircloth '78. Editor-in-Chief; Pamela Fletcher 78. Executive Editor: Leo




The Association had a busy Spring sponsoring a number of
reeional luncheons and dinners. The Board of Governors met in
Los Angeles and Reno, Dean Anderson traveled to speak to
alumni in Stockton, Santa Rosa, Chico, Berkeley and Concord;
and two new chapters are underway - in Contra Costa County
and San Francisco.
Activities are currently in the planning stages in Santa Clara
County, Marin County, Fresno, Tulare/Visalia, Bakersfield
and Los Angeles. Alumni in Sacramento, San Mateo County,
San Diego and Santa Barbara should watch their fall mail for
announcements of local activities. Alumni interested in or-
ganizing a function in their area should contact the Alumni
office.
Association President Henry Krivetsky and Alumni Director
Libby Stroube enjoy the successful San Francisco Chapter
reception.
Other Meetings
Spring chapter meetings included gatherings in Berkeley,
Concord, San Francisco, and Los Angeles.
On April 28, the Contra Costa County Alumni held their first
meeting apart from the parent Alameda/Contra Costa Counties
Chapter. Harry L. Styron, formerly Vice President of that
Chapter, organized a luncheon featuring Dean Anderson as
guest speaker, who spoke about the new Law Center and what
it will have to offer alumni.
On May 4, Dean Anderson met with the Alameda County
alumni at Spenger's in Berkeley. Leo M. Pruett, Executive
Vice President of the Chapter, was responsible for organizing
the luncheon and vwas rewarded for his efforts by being elected
President of the Chapter. Britt Habegger wvas elected Executive
Vice President.
The San Francisco Chapter Steering Committee: (L to R) Kris Whitten
'73, Beth Sears '74, Tom Schiff75, Liz Walker '75, Terry Redmond
'74, Chair.
Also on May 4, the new San Francisco Chapter held its first
function - a wine and cheese reception at the College. Some
100 alumni were joined by numerous faculty members and a
good time was had by all. Members of the Steering Committee
are Terence Redmond, Marcia Moulton, Thomas Schiff, Beth
Sears, Elizabeth Walker, and Kristian Whitten. Among the
projects to be pursued by the Chapter are increased interaction
with faculty, a preceptorship program for new practitioners,
discounts at Hastings related legal seminars and a student ad-
visor program.
Nevada Attorney General Robert List '62 was the guest
speaker at a dinner in Reno on May 13, attended by local
alumni, the Board of Governors, and members of the Class of
1962. Carson City alum James Salo was responsible for the
dinner, held at Harrah's Hotel. Thanks also are extended to
Harry Swanson, William Sanford and Albert Pagni for their
assistance in making arrangements for the Board of Governors.
The greater Los Angeles Area Chapter held its Annual Di-
nner on June 23 at Universal City Studios in conjunction with
the Southern California premiere of the documentary film
"Three Centuries at Hastings." Following action taken at the
Chapter's February 23 meeting, a governing board of seven
alumni was elected for staggered terms and that group elected a
president and secretary. In 1978-79 Governing Board members
are Daniel V. Hyde '74, Hon. Steven C. Burnett '67, Todd A.
Landgren '75, Jeffrey B. Lugash '66, Stephen E. Newton '67,
David J. Pantoja '66, and William L. Tan '74.
On July 19, the Executive Board met to elect officers and
develop their program for the coming year. The new Chapter
President is Bill Tan and Jeff Lugash is the Secretary/
Treasurer. Additional officers and committees will be ap-
pointed as needed.
Among the first orders of business for the new Board was to
set up an informal gathering with Hastings Professor James R.
McCall on August 16. Professor McCall, who was lecturing in
Los Angeles, teaches Antitrust and Consumer Protection.
Other suggestions for chapter events include group seating at
sporting events, such as the L.A. Strings Tennis, and a wine
and cheese party with disco music and a disco instructor! The
Executive Board invites your ideas. Contact any of them.
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Dean's Circuit Student Programs
Dean Marvin Anderson has had a busy travel schedule this
year attending the numerous regional meetings. Our apprecia-
tion is extended to the alumni who have made the arrangements
for these meetings:
Stockton Nov. 17 Robert Mazzera, Anthony Chargin,
Dennis Green, A. A. Cardozo
Santa Rosa Dec. 7 Robert Mackey, Carolyn Atkisson,
John De Meo, Steven Forsberg,
William Luckhardt
Chico May 12 Grayson Price, Raymond Leonard,
Thomas Marsh, Robert Davis,
Robert Laughlin
Class Reunions
One of the many projects undertaken by the Alumni Board of
Governors this past year has been the development of a com-
prehensive class reunion/class representative system. The first
objective of the Reunions Committee was to set up a regular
schedule of reunions. Based on successful reunions held in the
past several years, the Committee has proposed the following
schedule for the first Hastings Reunion Weekend:
Who: Classes of 38, '53, '58, '68, '73
When: Friday/Saturday, March 16 & 17
Where: San Francisco
What: Friday night cocktails and dinner,
Individual cocktail parties, joint dinner
Saturday morning - continental breakfast at Hastings;
panel presentations by faculty and administration; tours
of the campus
Saturday evening & Sunday open to rekindle old
friendships
As the magazine goes to p1ess, details are not yet confirmed
for publication, but announcements will be forthcoming.
Don't miss out on the fun of seeing (and maybe even recog-
nizing) your classmates. Reserve March 16 and 17 for your
reunion.
Hawaii Here We Come!
In keeping with their tradition of holding their quarterly
meetings in various (geographic regions, the Board of Gover-
nors is planning to hold their May 1979 meeting in Honolulu.
Group travel plans are being explored and Board members are
hopeful that a number of mainland alumni would like to ac-
company them to visit classmates and friends in the Islands. So
that adequate advance arrangements can be made, alumni are
encouraged to notify the Alumni Office of their potential inter-
est in making such a trip.
Law Practice Forum/Course Counseling Program
Appreciation is extended to the alumni who participated in
last Spring's two student panel programs sponsored by the
Alumni-Student Relations Committee of the U.C.-Hastings
Alumni Association.
The Law Practice Forum deals with employment relation-
ships and related matters - type of work, hours. salary, ex-
tracurricular requirements, etc.; setting up your own law office:
and geographic opportunities for employment. This year's pro-
gram was presented on Thursday, February 2. The Association
wishes to thank the following alums who traveled to Hastings at
their own expense to participate: James C. Hagedorn '63 of
Wohl, Cinnamon, Hagedorn. Dunbar & Johnson in Sac-
ramento, moderator and chairman of the Alumni-Student Rela-
tions Committee; Douglas G. Carnahan '75 of Carnahan &
Freeman, Woodland Hills; Harlene I. Field '75, Staff Attorney
for the California Court of Appeal, San Francisco; Lloyd D.
Uber '71 of Provence, Provence & Uber. San Diego; Kristian
D. Whitten '73 of Thelen, Marrin, Johnson & Bridges, San
Francisco; and Ralph Yanello '72 of Yanello & Flippen, Oak-
land.
On Thursday, April 20 and Friday, April 2 1, the two-part
Course Counseling Program for first year students was pre-
sented. This program pairs faculty and alumni together on
panels which give first year students much needed information
on course selection for the comin two years. The panelists
discuss bar requirements, general areas of study, course se-
quences and specialization - when if at all. Panelists for this
program were: Professor James D. Cox '69; Professor Thomas
H. Rothwell '51; Professor Vivian D. Wilson '69; Professor
Leo J. O'Brien; Peter Bresciani '75, Attorney at Law, San
Francisco; Jewel D. Harper '76 of the Worker's Compensation
Appeals Board, San Francisco: Jason Maas '74 of Hastings
Research Services, San Francisco; Paul Perdue '75 of San
Francisco Neighborhood Legal Assistance Foundation: M.
Janice Smith '74 of Miller, Starr & Regalia, Oakland; and
William B. Smith '73 of Abramson & Bianco, San Francisco.
These and other panel programs are presented throughout the
year.
Law Practice Forum panel.
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Pre-Orientation Program
Continuing the Association's efforts to assist Hastings stu-
dents however possible, the Alumni-Student Relations Com-
mittee instituted a Pre-Orientation Program this summer. This
program paired entering first year students with practicing at-
torneys in their hometowns prior to the beginning of school in
August. This afforded many students the opportunity to meet
with a Hastings alum before starting law school, to find out
about Hastings itself, and to discuss law practice in general.
It is hoped that these attorneys and students might continue
their relationships during the student's stay at Hastings, thereby
utilizing yet another method of communication between mem-
bers of the Hastings community. Many students may wish to
return to their hometowns to practice law, and will welcome the
opportunity not only to make contacts in the local legal com-
munity, but also to assess the growth patterns and potential to
best adjust their practices to the needs of the community.
Alums interested in meeting with entering students from
your area next summer are encouraged to contact the Alumni
Office.
San Francisco Alumni Advisor Program
Under the joint sponsorship of the Alumni-Student Relations
Committee and the new San Francisco Chapter, an Alumni
Advisor Program has been developed for the current school
year. San Francisco attorneys have volunteered to serve as
"advisors" to five entering students. The students have been
assigned an advisor who kicked-off the program by inviting
the students to his/her office for a get-acquainted session. It is
hoped that this program will aid many students by introducing
them to a local attorney upon whom they may call for advice
regarding Hastings, their studies, or the practice of the law.
The program developers recall how helpful it would have been
to have had a knowledgeable attorney friend to whom they
could turn. They feel that this program will fill that need.
S.F. Chapter Offers Preceptor Program
The Steering Committee for a San Francisco Chapter re-
cently announced the development of Preceptor Program in the
City. This program was designed to assist the newer Hastings
graduates by utilizing the experience of established practition-
ers. San Francisco alumni have been asked to volunteer their
services for this project by indicating the areas of law where
they believe they can be of assistance to a newer colleague.
If you are interested in signing up as a Preceptor, you may do
so by returning the questionnaire provided for that purpose in
this mag'azine. If you would like to make use of this offering,
contact the Alumni Office.
Thought|
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LEGAL RESEARCH AND DRAFTING
The Directory is Here!
At long last, the new edition of the Alumni Directorv is
available. The Centennial Edition of the Directory was put
together by Ralph Yanello '72 and Bill Dickerson '72 of Oak-
land. Their hard work is appreciated.
The new Directory will be distributed to all alumni this year
in celebration of the College's Centennial. Listings of alumni
are alphabetical, geographical and by class year. Members of
the judiciary and legislature are also listed. There are also a
number of useful pieces of information in the front matter of the
book.
We included all address changes which were humanly and
economically feasible to do. Production time for this type of
project is longer than one would guess, and it was impossible to
include address changes submitted after October 1 last fall. So
those of you who had moved prior to that date, but had not
gotten around to notifying us were listed at the addresses we
had at that time. In the interim, we have received many updates
and we hope we have you listed correctly now. If not, please
send us an address correction on the form provided at the back
of the magazine.
New Membership Benefits
Your Alumni Association Membership Benefits Committee
has developed a benefits package for you, the dues-paying
member. With the assistance of the College, the Alumni As-
sociation is happy to offer these attractive membership benefits
to dues paying alumni. In addition to the support of staffing and
programs of the Association, your membership of $10 (1978-
75 alumni) or $20 (pre-1975) entitles you to:
* $25 DISCOUNT on Hastings College of Advocacy Summer
Institutes (Civil and Criminal)
* REDUCED RATES for auditing classes at Hastings
* REDUCED RATES at all Hastings sponsored or Hastings
located legal seminars and programs
* DISCOUNT SERVICES to Hastings student scholarly pub-
lications: HOa tngs Law Journal, Constitutional Lawt' Quar-
terlv, COMMIENT: A Journal of Communications and Enter-
tainment Law. International and Comparative Lawt Review
* REDUCED RATES at U.C. - Santa Barbara Summer Camp
* USE of ALL University of California libraries
* FREE use of Hastings library
* REDUCED RATES for Diploma replacements
Your dues membership also contributes to the operation of
the Association, programs and services, including placement
assistance, attorney locator service, and the Alumni Directory.
The Benefits Committee welcomes your ideas for adding to
or improving the benefits package.
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Rugby Club Honors
Hastings Centennial
by Michael King '77 and Mark Haes loop '79
On March 13, 1978 the Hastings Rugby Football Club em-
barked on a two week tour of England and Wales in the most
elaborate celebration of this Centennial Year thus far. The tour
required over a year to plan and organize as well as a great deal
of scrimping and saving on the part of the students and young
alumni who made the trip. However, the judgment is final; all
the time, effort, money, and in some cases blood, expended to
spread the Hastings name across the playing fields of Britain
was well worth it.
The first stop for the team was Cardiff, Wales. Our hosts
booked the squad into the very modern and impressive National
Sports Centre for three days of playing, conditioning, and
coaching, with some of the legendary names in Welsh Rugby.
Our host club, Llandaff, insisted that the Hastings players
spend the weekend in the homes of its members for some real
Welsh hospitality.
In its first match, played in a sea of mud and coal dust re-
sembling tar, the young Hastings ruggers were bested 22-0 by
the mining town of Risca. This score, one day after arriving in
Britain and with several first year players on the squad selected
for that day, actually boded well for the upcoming contests.
Friday the 17th saw an afternoon match against host Llan-
daff, a team that had beaten the San Francisco R.F.C. by nearly
100 points a few years earlier. The squad played inspired rugby
and, although totally outmatched in technique, it scored its first
try in Britain, had two more denied by the referee, and stayed
in that game until near the end, with a final score of 19-4. A
long night of St. Patrick's celebration at the Llandaff clubhouse
followed to the sounds of an Irish band.
Our ruggers agree they saw the greatest exhibition of rugby
in their lives when the undefeated Welsh National team faced
off against the undefeated French National team on Saturday.
Due to Llandaff's help about fifteen Hastings players attended
the match at the sold out Cardiff Arms Park. The rest watched
the match on television as Wales beat France 16-7 with a tre-
mendous scoring burst at the end of the first half.
Another late night and another rainy day led to the 26-3
demise of Hastings at the hands of the Cardiff High Old Boys.
Bidding goodbye to their wonderful Welsh hosts the Hastings
ruggers moved on to London following the match. There is
little doubt that the stay in Wales was the most enjoyable leg of
the journey, and the matches plus practices provided a wealth
of knowledge and experience unavailable in the U.S.
Hastings got its chance to be on the winning end of a lop-
sided contest when it ventured to beautiful Cliveden House, a
national monument, where Stanford maintains its overseas
campus in Britain. Although tired and sore from the rigors of
Wales, the ruggers trounced the Cards and their English
friends, 24-0. The best was yet to come.
Tuesday, March 22nd appeared to be just another day of
sightseeing in the morning and rugby in the afternoon. How-
ever, utilizing the skills acquired in Wales, Hastings garnered a
try and a goal to upset the London Law Society R.F.C. 5-0, a
club with few losses during its regular season. Afterwards, our
students and attorneys happily exchanged legal witticisms with
their glum counterparts over cocktails at the posh Law Society
Hall in Chancery Lane, London.
Hastings ruggers on the battlefield.
The ruggers pause to record history.
To the tune of the coughs and sneezes of over half its mem-
bers, infected with various colds and viruses, Hastings, USA
descended on the Sussex town of Hastings, England. Unable to
score heavily, despite pressuring in the British end most of the
second half, America lost this version of the Battle of Hastings,
19-3, in a game quite reminiscent of the Llandaff match, the
victors adding 6 points with but minutes to play. A rematch the
following day was closer, 11-9, but again went to England.
Distributed in six locations in Britain are plaques bearing the
College seal and commemorating the Centennial celebration.
At least one club will allow Hastings to return the hospitality by
visiting here next year. For all who could afford the time and
expense, the knowledge, experience, and most of all the friend-
ships, it was priceless.
The Club heartily thanks those alumni who helped make this
inaugural tour possible. Hastings' worldwide ambassadors are
already making plans for a tour "Downunder' through the
auspices of The George E. Osborne Memorial Fund. In order to
make these plans a reality for the law students and fledgling
attorneys, however, in addition to their own substantial fund-
raising activities and contributions, continued alumni interest
and support of Hastings' only athletic representative is neces-
sary. Please contact us at Box 163, 198 McAllister Street, San
Francisco, 94102 for more information.
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Faculty Notes
The total number of years of teaching experience by the
A Fond Farewell Hastings faculty was greatly diminished at the end of the Spring
1978 semester. Two eminent members of the Sixty-Five Club,
with 92 years of combined teaching experience have decided to
by Myri Northway and Libby Stroube explore the pleasures of true retirement.
Hastings will surely miss one of its most popular faculty
members and undoubtedly its most colorful and enjoyable fa-
culty couples, Professor Milton D. Green and his wife Gerry.
Since coming to Hastings in 1966, Professor and Mrs. Green
have earned a reputation of caring about Hastings and its stu-
dents, faculty and staff alike. Their activities span the entire
spectrum of life at Hastings from the Order of the Coif and Phi
Delta Phi, to the Hastings Volunteer Association and Hastings
Law Wives Club, to the Law Revue and other school social
events.
Professor Green came to Hastings in 1966 after "retiring"
from a teaching career of some thirty years at such schools as
the University of Colorado, the University of Utah, the Univer-
sity of Washington, Washington University, and New York
University. He was Acting Dean at Colorado and Dean at
Washington University in St. Louis. He has authored one of the
outstanding case books in the field of civil procedure, Basic
Civil Procedure, and has written numerous articles in various
professional journals and encyclopedias. His special areas of
interest are Civil Procedure and Conflicts of Laws. Professor
Green is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Order of the Coif, Theta
Chi and Phi Delta Phi. He received his A.B. (1926) and J.D.
(1928) from the University of Michigan and his LL.M. (1938)
Professor and Mrs. Green and J.S.D. (1944) from Columbia University.
Professor Green was campus President of Order of the Coif
and remained a strong supporter of Phi Delta Phi. Mrs. Green
was for a number of years the faculty advisor to the Hastings
Law Wives (more recently named Law Partners). By means of
a newsletter which she sends regularly to all alumni wives with
whom she has stayed in contact through the years, Mrs. Green
has been able to let the Hastings community know about pro-
motions, career changes, marriages, births, and other news of
Hastings graduates.
The Greens have always cultivated the friendship of Hastings
students. And they have succeeded admirably. They are always
invited to attend student functions, and almost always attend,
even if it means taking in two events on the same day - a
picnic in the afternoon and a banquet in thesevening. They have
added their singing talents to the annual Law Revue and this
year added dancingz to their always enjoyable performance.
In 1976, Professor Green established the Milton D. Green
Top Ten awards to honor the ten students who achieve the
highest scholastic standing at the end of the first year. These
students receive a marble paperweight, designed by his son,
and the top student also receives a cash prize. Rewards for
excellence, however, have not been limited to Professor
Green's acknowledgment of his students, but have also been
returned in their appreciation of him. In 1974 Professor Green
was selected by the Student Body as Outstanding Professor ofThe Star of the 1978 Law Revue
the Year.
The Greens have chosen to retire to Lake San Marco in
northern San Diego County. They would love to have visitors
according to Mrs. Green.
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Only slightly lower on the Hastings Faculty seniority scale is
Professor Sheldon Tefft, who has also announced his retire-
ment. Since 1968, Hastings' resident Rhodes Scholar has in-
trigued the campus community with his interesting tales and
sense of humor.
Professor Tefft received his A.B. (1922) and LL.B. (1924)
from the University of Nebraska and his B.A. (1926), B.C.L.
(1927) and M.A. (1930) from Oxford University in England. In
1927, he was the recipient of the Viverian Scholarship at Ox-
ford, a combined professorship and scholarship award whose
first American recipient was Blackstone. This scholarship is
awarded as a result of a competitive examination. Professor
Tefft is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Order of the Coif and
Delta Sigma Rho.
Among his numerous articles and case books in the fields of
Property, Mortgages and Trusts are two books co-authored by
Professor Tefft titled Cases on Property. At Hastings he taught
Property, Mortgates, Equity, Remedies, but among his areas of
interest are also included Land Use, Future Interests and the
obvious to all who know him, Legal History. In his teaching
career, Professor Tefft taught for two years at the University of
Nebraska before joining the University of Chicago faculty,
where he became the James Parker Hall Professor of Law and
remained for almost forty years before coming to Hastings. He
also taught summer school and semesters at Stanford, Boalt,
the University of Oklahoma and the University of Southern
California. He was Acting Dean at Chicago during World War II.
While at the University of Chicago, Professor Tefft was
largely responsible for the development of the School's Com-
monwealth Fellowship Program, under which each year several
graduates in law from British Commonwealth countries study
for the J.D. degree. Drawing from his experiences at Oxford,
he knew what it was like to study thousands of miles from
home and he and his wife, Elizabeth, hosted many foreign
students to Thanksgiving turkey in their home.
Professor Tefft's penchant for history plays a part in his
personal life as well as his teaching. A long time member of the
Hastings Committee on History and Arts, he has been instru-
mental in tracing pictures of early faculty members, including
the famous Pomeroy, as well as fostering an interest in the
traditions and history of the College. He was a member of that
committee at the time it employed the University of Califor-
nia's Thomas Barnes to write the history of Hastings' first 100
years.
Automobiles, antique and modern both, are a favorite topic
of Professor Tefft. He not only carries much of such knowledge
at his fingertips, but he also collects books on the subject.
When one sees him in earnest conversation with Professors
Justin Smith or Thomas Rothwell, a collector of horseless car-
riages, one can be sure the subject is more apt to be au-
tomobiles than law.
For many years the Teffts have spent their vacations in Ver-
mont. And every few years, Professor Tefft has been known to
take a leave of absence for the fall semester to remain in Ver-
mont to see the leaves change. On retirement from Hastings,
they are moving back to the Northeast, to bucolic New Hamp-
shire.
Those of us who remain at Hastings will miss the impromptu
visits of Professor Tefft, whose long legs carried him to every
part of the campus and its annexes to convey a message or to
make an inquiry. His rhetoric ranged from the serious to the
humorous, and one did not always know which was intended.
But whatever the subject matter, and however brief the en-
counter, it was always a delight to encounter this "Nebraska
farm boy"
Professors Green and Tefft may be gone from the halls of




Hastingzs' famed Sixty-Five Club faculty provides our stu-
dents a unique opportunity to study with some of the nation's
top legal educators. Another benefit of the Sixty-Five Club,
carefully cultivated during the tenure of Dean Marvin J. Ander-I r_-of H-astlngs
son, is the opportunity to study with some of the outstanding
jurists of our time.
This year Hastings students will be able to take courses from
a former United States Supreme Court Justice, a former Chief
Justice and a former Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of
California. This opportunity is certainly unique among the
country's law schools.
He has been a Law Journal advisor since 1971 and has written
numerous articles. In 1974, Justice Traynor was selected as the
University of Californih Berkeley Alumnus of the Year and he
has received many other national awards.
The June 1970 issue of the Harvard Law Review had this to
say about Mr. Justice Traynor: "As a jurist he has left a galaxy
of luminous opinions that throw light upon a great many areas
of the law, and as a Chief Justice he has made a record of
administration that is in one sense an educational achieve
ment The unusual complex of rare qualities that has
made Roger J. Traynor the outstanding state court jurist of this
generation will serve to inspire yet another generation."
Since 1974, Hastings students have had the opportunity to
prepare, argue and hear actual U.S. Supreme Court cases under
the guidance of former U.S. Supreme Court Justice Arthur J.
Goldberg. In his Constitutional Law Cases courses, students
study cases on the Court's calendar. They prepare the cases as
if they were to argue before the Supreme Court itself, then,
Chief Justice Roger J. Traynor
Chief justice Roger j. Traynor came to Hastings in 1970
after thirty years on the California Supreme Court, where he
authored some 930 opinions ranging from the areas of racial
discrimination to contract doctrine. This thirty-year span was a
period of enormous change - both social and judicial, and
Justice Traynor's leadership moved the California Court into
the forefront of legal reform.
Receiving hi. A.B. (1923) and PhD. and J.D. (both 1927)
from the University of California at Berkeley, Justice Traynor
taught at Boalt Law School for ten years before being appointed
to the Supreme Court in 1940. During his first teaching period,
he was one of the nation's leading tax experts, serving as Con-
sulting Tax Counsel to the California State Board of Equaliza-
tion and United States Treasury Department in the years 1932-
1940. After twenty-four years as an Associate Justice, he was
made Chief Justice in 1964, the position he held until coming to
Hastings in 1970.
Justice Traynor has been on the faculty at Hastings for seven
of the last eight years, teaching at Cambridge in 1974-75. His
areas of special interest are Conflicts, Criminal Procedure, Jud-
icial Process, Tax, Equity, Trusts and Public Utilities and he Justice Arthur J. Goldberg
currently teaches a course in Judicial Process. He holds the
Roger J. Traynor Professorship established by donations to the
College from his friends and admirers in the legal community.
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before a "court" of classmates they make their oral pre-
sentations. One of Justice Goldberg's former students, who
argued the Nixon case before the "Hastings Supreme Court"
had this to say about him: "After a few sessions with Justice
Goldberg, you realize just how extremely brilliant he is. It is a
real 'turn-on' being around him a great incentive to the
learning process."
Justice Goldberg missed the 1977-78 academic year at Hast-
ings because of his most recent round of governmental service.
In September, 1977, President Carter appointed Justice
Goldberg to head the U.S. delegation to the Helsinki Agree-
ment in Belgrade. The President nominated him to be Ambas-
sador at Large and U.S. representative to the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe, and Chairman of the dele-
gation.
In addition to this latest position, Justice Goldberg served the
Kennedy Administration as Secretary of Labor from 1961-1962
and was then appointed by President Kennedy to the U.S.
Supreme Court in 1962. In 1965 he was named by President
Lyndon Johnson to serve as the United States Ambassador to
the United Nations, a post he held until 1968.
Teaching is not a new field to Justice Goldberg. He has been
on the faculty at the Woodrow Wilson School of Diplomacy at
Princeton, The School of International Relations at Columbia
and was Professor of Law and Diplomacy at American Univer-
sity. At Hastings, he was a participant in the 1976 Constitu-
tional Law Quarterly sponsored Bicentennial Lecture Series.
He was also of great assistance to the founders of the Quar-
terly.
The most recent Justice to join the faculty at Hastings is The
Honorable Raymond L. Sullivan, recently retired Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court of California. Justice Sullivan
joined the faculty in the Spring semester last year and teaches
Appellate Process.
A native of San Francisco, he received his A.B. (1928), J.D.
(1930) and LL.M. (1933) degrees from the University of San
Francisco. He practiced law in the firm Malone and Sullivan in
the City from 1930 to 1961 and was appointed to the California
Court of Appeal, First District in 1961, where he served first as
Associate Justice and then as Presiding Justice from 1964 to
1966. He was then appointed to the Supreme Court of Califor-
nia where he served with distinction from 1966 to 1977. While
on that court Justice Sullivan was for several years the Supreme
Court's representative to the Judicial Council and also was
selected Acting Chief Justice by Chief Justice Donald Wright.
During his eleven years on the Court, Justice Sullivan au-
thored some 300 opinions in virtually every field of law under
that court's jurisdiction. He ranks at the top of his field among
jurists whose opinions have had the most. impact on human
affairs. Among his most celebrated opinions, two are heralded
as landmark decisions throughout the United States. In Ser-
rano v. Priest, Justice Sullivan established the right of all
children, regardless of economic background, to equal educa-
tional opportunities. The rule of contributory negligence was
erased in Li v. Yellow Cab Co. when Justice Sullivan estab-
lished the rule of comparative negligence. Other notable deci-
sions led to the separation of the doctrines of negligence and
strict products liability (Cronin v. T.B.E. Olson Corp.) and
encouraged private citizens to protect the public good (Daar v'.
Yellow Cab Co.).
Justice Raymond L. Sullivan
Justice Sullivan is no stranger to teaching, either, although
most of his experience is not in the formalized classroom at-
mosphere. Prior to undertaking a law career, he was a teacher
of English. Also, through the years, Justice Sullivan has been a
good friend and active participant in the affairs of his alma
mater, serving numerous times as judge in the Moot Court
Competition, among other activities. He was an early propo-
nent of judicial externs, utilizing third year law students as law
clerks. He is known to take great care to make this opportunity
a valuable one for his clerks.
The University of San Francisco Law School dedicated its
Spring, 1976 volume to Justice Sullivan. The tributes to him
written by fellow jurists, friends, former law clerks and the
Dean of the U.S.F. Law School could not give higher praise. In
one tribute, a former law clerk, James Richman, describes why
Hastings students today will benefit as well from the addition of
Justice Sullivan to the Hastings faculty: "At one point in his
life . Justice Sullivan had been a teacher, and the teacher
in him is always there. At another point Justice Sullivan had
become a father, and the father in his is always there as
well. Justice Sullivan is a precise analyst, a thorough
craftsman, a resourceful teacher, and a beautiful writer. And he
has boundless enthusiasm for the law. . . Mix these attri-
butes with the teacher and the father, and the result is the man
for whom warm feelings come easily I was being shown
the way by Justice Sullivan, a gentle teacher who cared, who




JULIAN H. LEVI. A nationally recognized authority on
urban renewal, Professor Levi is teaching Legal Problem of
Cit\ Planning during this Fall Semester.
Professor Levi received his J.D. degree in 1931 from the
University of Chicago. He was in private practice and was
associated with several corporations before joining the faculty
at the University of Chicago in 1962 as Professor.
In 1977, he was given the Rockefeller Public Service Award
in the area of Revitalization of Urban Communities and
Neighborhoods. His development of the urban renewal pro-
gram to rebuild and stabilize the Hyde Park-Kenwood area
around the University of Chicago has been acknowledged as a
model for other inner-city communities to follow. Professor
Levi has served as a consultant to a number of municipal agen-
cies. including San Francisco and Boston. In 1972 he was
Vice-Chairman of the White House Task Force on Cities and
helped to draft the Uniform Residential Landlord Tenant Act.
He is the author of Law and Urbani Education, Law and
Uirban Problems Municipal and Institutional Relations 11ithin
Boston. "Patterns of Giving to Higher Education: An Analysis
of Contributions and Their Relation to Tax Policy," and




HARRY G. HENN. Professor Henn graduated Summa Cum
Laude from New York University in 1941, receiving his A.B.
degree in political science. In 1943 he received his LLB from
Cornell University and his J.S.D. in 1952 from New York
University.
After graduation from law school, he became associated with
the firm of Ranson and Coulson in New York City, until 1953
when he joined the faculty at Cornell as an Assistant Professor
of Law. He became an Associate Professor in 1956 and Profes-
sor in 1957. Since 1970 he has been the Edward Cornell Pro-
fessor of Law.
Professor Henn's fields of expertise include Business Or-
ganizations, Corporations, Patents, Copyrights and Securities
Regulations. Among the many works he has authored are Cases
and Materials on the Laws of Corporations, 1974; Handbook
of the Law of Corporations and Other Business Enterprises,
1970; Agency, Partnership and Other Unincorporated Busi-
ness Enterprises 1972.
Since 1953, Professor Henn has been a Trustee of the
Copyrights Society of the U.S.A., serving as President from
1961 to 1963. He has also served as Chairman of the American
Bar Association, Copyright Division, Research and Drafting
Consultant for the New York Joint Legislative Committee to
Study Revision of Corporate Laws, Consultant to the Library of
Congress, and Director and President of the Cornell Daily Sun.
Professor Henn is a member of Phi Beta Kappa and Order of
The Coif.
During the Spring semester, Professor Henn will be teaching
Corporations.
GEORGE E. PALMER. Professor Palmer will be joining the
faculty as a Visiting Professor of Law from the University of
Michigan Law School. He received his J.D. in 1932 from the
University of Michigan, where he served on the Michigan Law
Review, and his LLM in 1940 from Columbia. He was in
private practice from 1932 to 1939 and served as attorney
and Associate General Counsel for the O.P.A., D.C. until
1945. when he was an attorney with the Department of Justice.
From 1940 to 1946 he was an Assistant Professor and then
Associate Professor of Law at Kansas. He joined the University
of Michigan faculty and has been Professor there since 1951.
Professor Palmer's fields of expertise have involved Reme-
dies, Restitution and Trustees and Estates. Among his publica-
tions in these areas are Mistake and Unjust Enrichment, 1972;
Cases on Trusts and Succession, 1958; and Cases on Restitu-
tion, 1969. He will be teaching Trustees and Estates during the
Spring Semester.
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THEODORE A. SMEDLEY will be teaching Remedies dur-
ing the Spring Semester at Hastings. Professor Smedley will be
visiting from Vanderbilt University School of Law where, in
addition to Remedies, his subjects and research interests in-
cluded Credit Transactions, Damages, Domestic Relations,
Equity and Legal Profession. He is the co-author of Materials
on Legal Methods, published in 1969.
Professor Smedley graduated from Illinois College in 1935
and received his J.D. degree from Northwestern in 1938. He
was the Case Note Editor of the Illinois Law Review and
Faculty Editor of the Washington and Lee University Law Re-
view.
His many years of teaching experience include Assistant Pro-
fessor of Wyoming University and Assistant Professor and Lib-
rarian, Washington and Lee University. He became Associate
Professor at Washington and Lee in 1947 and Professor in
1950. He has been Professor at Vanderbilt since 1958. Profes-
sor Smedley has served as Director of both the Race Relations
Law Reporter and the Race Relations Law Survey. He is a
member of Phi Beta Kappa and Order of the Coif.
ALLAN F. SMITH received his B.A. degree from Nebraska
State Teachers College in 1933, his LL.B. from the University
of Nebraska in 1940, his LL.M. in 1941 and S.J.D. in 1950,
both from the University of Michigan.
After graduation from law school he became Acting As-
sociate Professor at Stanford. He later joined the faculty at the
University of Michigan, and has been Professor there since
1953. He was Dean at Michigan from 1950-65 and Vice Presi-
dent for Academic Affairs of the University until 1974. Profes-
sor Smith previously visited at Hastings, teaching Remedies
during the 1977 Spring Semester. During next Spring Semester
he will be teaching Properties.
His teaching interests have also included Local Government,
Personal Property and Real Property. He is the author of Per-
sonal Life Insurance Trusts, Cases and Materials on Law of
Property, and The Law of Future Interests.
Among his numerous memberships, he has served on the
Special Committee on Social Sciences of the National Science
Foundation, the Council for Academic Affairs, NASULGC,
and has been a member of the Board of Directors on both the
Committee on Accreditation, NASULGC, and the Center for
Research Library, the latter since 1975.
Professor Smith is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Order of the
Coif and Phi Kappa Delta.
Barbara A. Caulfield
BARBARA A. CAULFIELD has joined the faculty as a Visiting
Associate Professor of Law. Professor Caulfield received her
J.D. degree with honors from Northwestern University School
of Law in 1972, where she was on the Board of Editors for the
Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science.
Since graduation from law school she has been associated
with the firm of Sidley & Austin in Chicago and Washington,
D.C. In 1972 she was the Director of Research, Juvenile Jus-
tice, Chicago Law Enforcement Study Group at the Northwest-
ern University School of Law and a year later joined the faculty
of the University of Oregon School of Law as an Assistant
Professor of Law.
Professor Caulfield's teaching and research interests have
focused on Trial Advocacy, Criminal Law and Juvenile Law.
She has authored several articles in these fields, including
"Legal Aspects of Child Abuse and Neglect", "Legal Ques-
tions Raised by Privacy of Families and Child Abuse and Neg-
lect" and "Oregon Sexual Offense Evidence Law - An Evalua-
tion."
Her memberships include the Board of Directors, National
Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse; Vice-Chairperson,
Rights of Children and Families Committee, A.B.A. Section
on Individual Rights and Responsibilities; A.B.A. Committee
on Legal Education and Legal Opportunities; A.A.L.S. Execu-
tive Board, Criminal Justice Section, A.A.L.S. Nominating
Committee, Trial Advocacy Section.
Professor Caulfield will teach Criminal Law and will also be
the new Director of the College of Advocacy.
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As we bid good-bye to summer and begin the new fall semes-
ter, we also bid good-bye and wish good luck to Kay Holley
'76, who has served Hastings with much ard work and en-
thusiasm as Director of the College of Advocacy. This summer
Kay completed her fourth year as Director of this excellent
continuing education program, which she started working with
while still a student at Hastings. Kay has been instrumental in
the expansion of the business law portion of this outstanding
program, as well as the addition of the Criminal Justice College
of Advocacy program, and her energy and zeal will certainly be
missed on campus. Kay is currently planning to begin her own
law practice in San Francisco, specializing in civil trial litiga-
tion.
Professor Thomas Kerr is continuing in his second year of
service on the Partnership and Unincorporated Business En-
tities Committee of the California State Bar which is consider-
ing the new Uniform Limited Partnership Act proposed by the
Commission on Uniform State Laws last year. Professor Kerr's
revision of Professor Roscoe Steffen's text Agency & Partner-
ship, fourth edition, is scheduled to be published sometime this
winter by West Publishing Co.Professor Jerome Hall
Professor Jerome Hall has added yet another to a long list
of high honors in his scholarly legal career. Professor Hall was
honored this year the University of Tubingen in Germany for
his contributions in criminal law, jurisprudence and compara-
tive law with the Honorary Degree of Doctor of Law. The
University honors Professor Hall in its Fifth Centennial Year
along with only three other civilian legal scholars. This Honor-
ary Degree is particularly special, as European universities of
the University of Tubingen's age do not traditionally confer
honorary degrees on leaders in the non-academic world as we
do in the United States. The University has cited Professor Hall
as "having built a bridge of understanding between the con-
cepts of Anglo-American Common Law and European codified
legal systems."
Professor Marsha Cohen has been appointed by H.E.W.
Secretary Califano to serve on the National Advisory Environ-
mental Health Sciences Council, National Institutes of Health,
from November of this year through October 1982. The Coun-
cil, which is composed of eleven scientists and four non-
scientists, assists the National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences by reviewing applications for research grants
and for grants and awards in research and training as well as
other activities in the fields of environmental health sciences.
Professor Ray Forrester has been busy with a full and var-
ied schedule this year- In addition to teaching Con Law at
Hastings, Professor Forrester has been busy as a Public Trustee
of the Food & Drug Law Institute and as a Public Representat-
ive on the National Advertising Review Board in New York.
This June he served as a panel member at the New York Trial
Judges Seminar, after which he travelled to Georgia to teach at
the University of Georgia this summer before returning to Hast-
ings' halls.
Professor Joe E. Munster
The second edition of Military Evidence by Professor Joe E.
Munster and Professor Murle A. Larkin has been published by
Miche Co. and Bobbs-Merrill Publishing Co. Professor Muns-
ter was also recently designated Secretary of the American
Association of Law Schools' Section on State and Local Gov-
ernment Law.
Professor Munster is our resident authority on the Lone Star
State of Texas, and this year has displayed his allegiance to his
home state by attending the Annual Meeting of the Texas State
Bar this past June, as well as addressing the United Daughters
of the Confederacy as principal speaker at their California State
Convention this year Sacramento.
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Professor George S. Prugh
Professor George S. Prugh, former Judge Advocate Gen-
eral, has been leading a very busy life travelling this summer.
In June, Professor Prugh travelled to Hamburg, Germany, for a
meeting of the Board of Directors of the International Society
of Military Law and Law of War, of which he is a Vice Presi-
dent, then attended the Annual Meeting of the ABA in New
York to attend meetings of the Judge Advocate Association and
the ABA Standing Committee on Lawyers in the Armed
Forces. In between times, Professor Prugh has been serving as
a consultant to the ABA Section on Criminal Justice in matters
of international criminal law, as well as preparing to teach
Evidence and Criminal Procedure this fall.
Professor Joseph Grodin, who visited Stanford Law
School's campus during last fall semester, has been busy with
much writing and speaking in addition to his teaching duties
this year. He has co-edited a book on public sector relations
published by the Industrial Relations Research Association this
year, as well as authoring a chapter in The Judicial Reaction to
Public Sector Labor Arbitration. He has also had two articles
published, one in the Law Journal entitled Justice Tobriner:
Portrait of the Judge as an Artist," and another in the Califor-
nia Public Employee Relations entitled, "California Public
Employee Bargaining: The MMB Act in Relation to Local
Charters and Ordinances." Professor Grodin also spoke earlier
this year at an ABA Litigation Section program held in Wil-
liamsburg, Virginia, on "The Litigation Impact of Recent De-
velopments in Employment Discrimination Law."
Professor James R. McCall presented a six-hour lecture
course this August at the Law School of the University of
California entitled, "The Burger Court and the Antitrust
Laws," as part of the 25th Annual Summer Program for Cali-
fornia Lawyers presented by the Schools of Law of the Univer-
sity of California and the California Continuing Education of
the Bar.
Guy 0. Kornblum '66, currently a member of the adjunct
faculty and practicing with the San Francisco offices of Pettit,
Evers & Martin, has been busy with numerous speaking en-
gagements across the country this year. Mr. Kornblum ad-
dressed the Federation of Insurance Counsel at its Mid-Winter
Meeting at Innisbrook, Tarpon Springs, Florida, on the topic
"The Extra-Contractual Liability of Insurance Companies -
An Update," this past February, and also participated in a
continuing education program on bad faith cases conducted by
the Defense Research Institute on Complex Insurance Problems
in both Boston and Reno. In August, Mr. Kornblum, who was
appointed a Fellow of the American Bar Association earlier this
year, attended the ABA's Annual Meeting held at the Waldorf
Astoria in New York, where he spoke on legal ethics and
moderated a panel on the investigation and trial of insurance
cases involving punitive damages. Mr. Kornblum also partici-
pated this year in a panel discussion on punitive damages con-
ducted by the American Board of Trial Advocates (ABOTA).
Continuing his busy speaking schedule, Mr. Kornblum is also
scheduled to address the Association of Life Insurance Medical
Directors in October, and to address the general agents of the
Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co. at Miami in December. With
his busy speaking and teaching schedules and his law practice,
we can be fairly sure that Mr. Kornblum will be fairly close to
home on October 20, as this is the date he and his wife Vicki are
expecting to have their first child. Many Congratulations to the
Kornblums on their first foray as parents!
Professor James Marchiano participated as an instructor at
a special California Continuing Education of the Bar four-week
program on "How to Handle a Personal Injury Case."
Congratulations are also in order for Mr. Marchiano and his
wife, as they prepare for their third child, expected to join the
Marchiano family on October 20.
Professor Laurence Eldredge
Professor Laurence Eldredge's unique textbook, The Law
of Defamation, has been published by Bobbs-Merrill and the
Miche Co. This ambitious text covering nineteen chapters and
711 pages is the first in its field to be published since 1905.
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Professor Gary Widman
Professor Gary Widman has been continuing his intense
involvement in the diverse and relatively new field of environ-
mental law. This year he concluded three years as a member of
the Natural Resources Section of the American Bar Associa-
tion, during which he delivered various speeches on environ-
mental and energy issues, and was involved in governance of
the Section. This year Professor Widman also was reappointed
to the eleven-member Special Committee on Energy Law of the
ABA by the President of the Association. This Committee is
directed by the ABA President to assume responsibilities for
guidance of the legal profession on matters related to energy.
During its first year, the Committee drafted a report on the legal
aspects of energy issues, which has been reviewed as a useful
piece for judges and legislators who need background and
perspective on energy issues. He has also been active as
Chairman of the Association's Committee on Growth and the
Law, which works on anticipating changes in resource laws to
accommodate the expanding long-term demands of com-
munities with growing populations in the long-term. Professor
Widman also worked with the Environmental Law Institute to
organize the first national conference on "Wildlife Law and
Policy" held in Washington, D.C. this May, at which he pre-
sented the opening remarks of the conference and a short paper.
Also continuing his responsibilities as a Hastings Trustee of the
Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Foundation, Professor Widman
attended the Foundation's annual meeting this year in Vail,
Colorado, where he made a presentation on several recent
water law decisions made by the U.S. Supreme Court (includ-
ing United States v. California). Locally, Professor Widman
has been working as a member of a special committee for the
Marin Municipal Water District charged with recommending to
the District a policy of fluoridation.
Dr. Dan J. Tennenhouse '72 spoke at a luncheon lecture
earlier this year as part of a monthly health care seminar series
at Alta Bates Hospital in Berkeley on "A Good Life: A Good
Death" and the California Natural Death Act. Dr. Ten-
nenhouse is a lecturer on legal medicine at the University of
San Francisco School of Medicine and School of Nursing as
well as teaching Medical Jurisprudence here at Hastings.
Mary Vail, instructor in Legal Writing and Research and
Director of the Women's Resource Center of the San Francisco
Sheriffs Department, is now serving as President of the Barris-
ters Club in San Francisco. Ms. Vail has served on the Club's
Board of Directors since July of 1976, as both Treasurer and
Secretary. As Treasurer, she was an ex-officio voting member
of the Board of Directors of the Bar Association of San Fran-
cisco. She was also a member of the 1977 BASF Nominating
Committee and the Criminal Justice Advisory Council, and has
participated in the Conference of Delegates since 1975. Ms.
Vail has also been very active in work with the larger San
Francisco community, including serving as 1977 Co-
Chairperson of Citizens for Justice, Co-Chairperson of the
Legislative Committee on the San Francisco Commission on
the Status of Women and as a member of California Women
Lawyers.
Ten alums will teach on the Legal Writing & Research fa-
culty at Hastings this year. They are: Mark L. Tuft '68, Ben-
jamin R. Winslow '72, Kristian D. Whitten '73, A. Charles
Dell'Ario '74, Peter R. Silten '74, Susan A. Miner '75, J.
Virginia Stevens '75, Allen J. Capeloto '76, John T. Larson





judge John A. O'Kane '32 is now fully
enjoying his retirement (see Hastings Com-
munity Fall '77 issue) from the Municipal
Court bench of San Francisco, where he
served for over twelve years. Judge O'Kane,
who long devoted much energy to the bench
and to instrumenting many innovative and
progressive changes in the courtroom, tells
us that he is now able to concentrate on his
personal work, re-emphasizing his belief that
a retired judge should stay retired, giving
others a chance to make their mark in the
courtroom, as Judge O'Kane certainly has.
The first judge to utilize a six-person jury for
the trial of misdemeanors and to introduce
the practice of elevating Municipal Court
judges without backlogged cases to pre tem-
pore Superior Court judges, Judge O'Kane
has done much to insure speedier trials and to
make sure that the spirit as well as the letter
of the law is followed. Many congratulations
to Judge O'Kane on a long and successful
judicial career and many wishes for a
thoroughly enjoyable retirement!
The Forties
The Honorable Francis Mayer '41 is now
serving as Presiding Judge of the Superior
Court in San Francisco. Judge Mayer has
served in the Superior Court since 1969, in-
cluding eight years as judge on the Juvenile
Court bench in San Francisco, stepping out
of his post there only last year to become
Assistant Presiding Judge of the Superior
Court. Before joining the bench on the
Superior Court he served in the District At-
torney' s Office for many years, serving as
Chief Deputy District Attorney there for ten
years.
Frances Louise Hancock '48, Charles
Adams Compton '74, and Linda Athenien
Compton '75 have formed another great
Hastings law corporation for the general
practice of law under the name of Hancock,
Anthenien & Compton in San Francisco.
Best of luck to this new Hastings troika!
Robert E. Nisbet '48 is now serving as
acting general manager of the A.C. Transit
System. He had formerly served as attorney
for A.C. Transit since 1957, when he was
hired as its first employee.
Judge Horace Cecchettini '49 is now
serving as Judge on the Sacramento County
Superior Court bench after his appointment
to the newly-created position by Governor
Brown. Judge Cecchettini, who formerly had
a private law practice in Sacramento, has
also served as an inheritance tax referee in
Sacramento since 1975, and is currently a
part-time professor at McGeorge School of
Law in Sacramento.
Judge Lloyd M. Creasey '49 has retired
as judge on the Workers Compensation Ap-
peals Board. Judge Creasey was appointed to
the Board in 1956 as a referee, after serving
as associate counsel in Eureka, California for
the State Compensation Insurance Fund and
practicing law in the Eureka-Crescent City
area for thirteen years. Here's wishing Judge
Creasey a most enjoyable and well-deserved
retirement!
The Fifties
Stanley L. Dunn '51 is now serving as
President of the Torrance Board of Educa-
tion. Currently co-owner of Dunn Brothers
Commercial Printers in Gardena, California,
Stan has a long record of involvement in the
civic and educational affairs of the Torrance
community, including service as Chairman
of the City of Torrance Youth Welfare
Commission, as member of the City of Torr-
ance Charter Review Committee, the school
bond and library bond committees in 1966
and 1967, and numerous activities with the
YMCA and PTA in Torrance.
Spencer Thomas '51 is now retired from
his former position as City Attorney for the
City of Fresno, where he served for nineteen
years. Saluted by Fresno City Manager
Ralph W. H-anley for his "integrity and
courage" as Fresno's City Attorney, Thomas
also served as Deputy District Attorney for
four and a half years and as a member of the
Fresno County Counsel's staff for a year and
a half before joining the staff of the City
Attorney's Office.
Judge Frank B. Cliff '52 is now serving
on the bench of the Superior Court of Santa
Clara County. Recently appointed to the
Superior Court after practicing privately in
Palo Alto for many years. Judge Cliff also
served for two years as junior counsel with
the California Public Utilities Commission.
judge Wilbur K. Kessler '52 is now serv-
ing as a Superior Court Judge in Fresno
County. A native of San Jose, Kessler has
practiced law in Kerman since 1953. He be-
came City Attorney for Kerman in 1956 and
for the City of San Joaquin in 1963, and in
1968 became attorney for the Tranquility Ir-
rigation District. Kessler has been appointed
to the Superior Court for a two-year term,
after which time he may stand for election to
a six-year term on the bench.
Judge Wayne Wylie '52 has been ap-
pointed to the bench of the Placer County
Superior Court by Governor Brown. Judge
Wylie has been a Justice Court judge for the
Auburn Judicial District since 1964, and
helped to establish Legal Aid in Placer
County, as well as serving on the Human
Relations Commission there.
Louis Katz
Louis S. Katz '53 is now serving as the
head of the newly created Office of Defender
Services in San Diego, after his recent ap-
pointment to the post by the Board of Super-
visors there. Katz, who has practiced law in
San Diego since 1956, heads up the experi-
mental new office with the authority to con-
tract with local law firms to represent indi-
gent clients, replacing the current system of
using court-appointed attorneys to represent
the poor, thus hopefully saving the tax-
payers' money. Katz practiced law in San
Francisco for three years before moving
south, and has also taught at the U.C.-San
Diego Law School. He says he hopes the
new office, for which he has a one-year con-
tract, will become a model for other cities
that now employ higher-cost full-time deputy
public defenders.
Timothy F. McMahon '53, formerly with
the firm of Brelsford, McMahon & Butcher,
has returned to his own individual practice in
Santa Barbara.
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Judge Ed Kim '54, former judge of the
Dinuba Justice Court for three years, is now
serving as judge of the Superior Court in
Visalia, after his appointment to the bench
there bN Governor Brown. A long-time resi-
dent of Dinuba, Judge Kim has also served
as Deputy District Attorney and Tulare
County Public Defender.
Mark Owens, Jr. '54 is now serving as
Deput> Division Head of the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory of the University of
California. Mark joined the University's
legal staff in 1955 and became the Universi-
ty's Assistant Vice President and Director of
Business Affairs in 1973, a position he held
until his appointment to the Laboratory ear-
lier this year.
Judge David Allen '55, formerly judge of
the Visalia Municipal Court since 1972, is
now serving on the Superior Court Bench in
Tulare County after his appointment by Gov-
ernor Brown earlier this year.
Judge Ollie Marie-Victoire
judge Ollie Marie-Victoire '56 has been
elected to the bench of the San Francisco
Superior Court, after serving as judge in the
San Francisco Municipal Court for more than
four years. Beginning her legal career as a
research attorney in the state Supreme Court,
Judge Marie-Victoire entered private prac-
tice in 1962. She is the first woman to serve
on the Superior Court in the City in thirteen
years.
Judge Robert Z. Mardikian '57 is now
serving as judge in the Fresno County
Superior Court. Mardikian had previously
served on the Fresno Municipal Court bench,
where he served as Presiding Judge in 1974.
The Sixties
Kenneth D. McCloskey '61, formerly
Director of the Committee of the Bar
Examiners, is now serving as Director of
Examinations for the Committee.
Robert W. Aisthorpe '62 is the new Pres-
ident of the Chico Unified School District
Board of Education for 1978. Aisthorpe, a
Chico native and active in many civic groups
and activities there, is currently practicing
law in Chico. A veteran of seven years on the
Board, Aisthorpe also served as President in
1975.
Gilbert N. Kruger '63 has been promoted
to Staff Vice President of Automatic Data
Processing, Inc. Kruger has been serving as
ADP's Assistant General Counsel since
1975, and will continue to serve in that
capacity in addition to performing his new
duties. Kruger joined ADP in 1970 as a Staff
Attorney, prior to which he practiced law
privately in New York City for three years.
Renee Rubin '63, judicial staff attorney
for the Court of Appeals, is now serving as
elected Vice President for 1978 of the Com-
monwealth Club, the first woman to be
elected to that post in the Club's 75-year his-
tory. Rubin, also a Colonel in the Air Force
Reserve, joined the Club in 1971, and was
elected to life membership this year. She has
been an active member of the Club, also
serving as Chairperson of the Executive
Committee and on the Luncheon Program
Committee and Board of Governors.
john F. Dwyer '65 has become a member
of Sullivan, Hones & Archer in San Fran-
Cisco.
W. Stuart Home '65, now practicing in
Fresno as a partner in the firm of Staniford,
Harris, Loomis & Home, as well as teach-
ing Contracts at Humphreys College of Law
for his eighth year, is keeping very busy as
the new Vice President for the Lion's Club in
Fresno. Home is also active in the continuing
education of the Bar programs in Fresno,
serving on the Law and Motion Practice
Panel there last year, and the Spousal and
Child Support Panel this year. Despite his
busy schedule, Stu has found time to write
asking us if anyone knows any current in-
formation on his former classmates, includ-
ing who the Class of '65's officers were.
Whatever happened to the Class of '65?
Thomas R. Phillips '65 is keeping his life
busy these days. Not only is he practicing
with the firm of Rodi, Pettker, Galbraith &
Phillips in Los Angeles, but he is serving as
Judge pro tempore and settlement Judge Pro
the Harbor branch office of the Long Beach
City Attorney's Office, and is currently
working on legal matters relating to the Port
of Long Beach. Landes, who has been a De-
puty County Counsel for the County of Los
Angeles for the past nine years, should feel
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Tempore in the Los Angeles Municipal
Court as well. In addition, Tom serves as
Vice President of the Pasadena Child Gui-
dance Clinic, a comprehensive community
mental health center. and of the Board of
Trustees of the Lan Jordan Institute of Coun-
selling and Psychotherapy. He has also
served as Chairperson of the Trial Lawyers
Section of the Los Angeles County Bar As-
sociation, and is a founding member and
Vice-Chairperson of the Appellate Courts
Committee of the L.A.C.B.A.
Daniel B. MacLeod '66 has joined the
law department of the Wickes Corp. as a
general attorney. Dan has also taught at both
the University of San Diego School of Law
and Western State University College of Law
in San Diego, and was division counsel of
Van Camp Seafood Co. before joining
Wickes Corp.
Robert L. Pitler '66, who practices with
Levine and Pitler. P.C., has changed the
firm's location to an older building which is
being restored on Delaware Street in Denver,
Colorado.
John B. Bigelow '67 is now serving as
Chief Public Defender for the State of New
Mexico, after his appointment to his new
post by the Governor. John was previously in
private practice in Santa Fe, New Mexico,
and has also practiced in California and
Alaska.
Christopher Emley '67 is practicing as
part of the new law association of Park Law
Office in San Francisco, a general practice.
Robert A. Helmenstine '67 is now prac-
ticing as a partner in the new partnership of
Lynch & Loofburrow in San Francisco,
which specializes in insurance defense lit'iga-
tion.
William H. Stephens '67 has joined the
Board of Directors of the Family Service
Agency of Marin County. Stephens works
with several governmental groups in Marin,
serving as Chairman of the Marin County
Human Rights Commission and of the Marn
County Legal Aid Society, and as attorney
for the Marin City Community Services Dis-
trict, La Familia De Marin, Inc., and Oppor-
tunity Through Ownership, a small business
development corporation. A former Director
of the Marin County Bar Association,
Stephens has his law offices in Sausalito.
Richard 1. Landes '68, Deputy City At-
torney in Long Beach, has been assigned to
right at home working with these seaworthy
legal subjects, as he spent four years serving
as a commissioned officer in the U.S. Navy,
with sea duty off the West Coast.
John Rector
Edward A. Melia '68 is now serving as
the manager in charge of the tax department
for Ernst & Ernst, an international C.P.A.
firm, in Sacramento. Melia has been with
Ernst & Ernst since graduation, he had pre-
viously served in their San Francisco office
for eight years and the Oakland office for a
year.
Mary Beth Taggart '68 has been elected
President of the San Anselmo School District
Board. Mary Beth was elected to the Board
only last year, after serving as President of
the Wade Thomas Parents Club and doing
volunteer teaching in the District.
John Edward Buffington '69 has been
appointed by Governor Brown to the Bench
of the Eureka Judicial District Municipal
Court. Formerly District Attorney for Hum-
boldt County, Judge Buffington has served
as President of the Law Enforcement Chiefs
Association of Humboldt County and on the
Board of Directors of the California District
Attorneys Association and the Humboldt
Bay Maritime Museum, Inc.
Judge Raymond Leroy Marsh '69 has
been appointed by Governor Brown to the
bench of the Alameda Superior Court. Judge
Marsh was formerly a Municipal Court judge
in the San Leandro-Hayward Judicial District
since 1975, as well as presiding over the
Southern Alameda County Bar Association
in 1971-72.
John M. Rector '69 has been appointed
by Attorney General Griffin Bell to serve as
the U.S. Department of Justice representat-
ive to "International Year of the Child"
The United Nations General Assembly has
proclaimed 1979 as the "Year of the Child,.
to draw attention to the needs of children
throughout the world. As IYC representa-
tive, Rector will coordinate all Department of
Justice activities which support the program.
'The IYC is to be a year of action rather
than discussion," Rector says. "The main
object of the IYC is to increase significantly
the number and quality of services available
for young people the focus of the ac-
tivities is the child as an individual with spe-
cial needs and rights." Rector currently
serves as administrator of the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration's Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
(OJJDP). Formerly Deputy Chief Counsel
for the Senate Judiciary Committee Sub-
committee to Investigate Juvenile Delin-
quency and member of the Carter-Mondale
Task Force on Crime and Criminal Justice,
Rector also served several years in the Jus-
tice Department's Civil Rights Division as a
prosecutor and legislative specialist in civil
rights matters.
Craig S. Ritchey '69, Vice President and
partner in the firm of Blase, Valentine &
Klein in Palo Alto, has been appointed a
White House Fellow by President Carter, and
began a year of service and education with
the federal government as of September 1.
Ritchey is one of fifteen fellows chosen by
the President out of 2,026 applicants for the
program this year.
Carl Wetteroth '69 is now practicing in
the new partnership of Kaye and Wetteroth at
One Market Plaza in San Francisco, with
alum George N. Shield '35 acting of coun-
sel.
Tom Worthington '69 is currently prac-
ticing law in the Salinas firm of Houde &
Worthington, where he has been for several
years. Now certified by the State Bar Associ-
ation as a specialist in criminal law, his prac-
tice is devoted almost exclusively to criminal
law.
The Seventies
James S. Armstrong '70 has become a
partner in the firm of Booth, Mitchel,
Strange & Smith, practicing civil litigation,
generaltv insurance defense and surety law
Robert Epstein '70 is now serving as
hearing officer for the City of Piedmont's
Minor Offender Program. Epstein grew up
in Piedmont and has been a volunteer parent
aide for Havens School there, as well as serv-
ing as a volunteer for the Piedmont Recrea-
tion Department and in the Piedmont Police
Reserve.
Roy Kirkorian '70 is now serving as Vice
President-Legal for Continental Telephone
Corporation in its corporate headquarters
in Atlanta. Before his new appointment,
Kirkorian was Assistant Vice President-
Legal at Continental, which he joined in
1975 at their former corporate headquarters
in Bakersfield. Kirkorian practiced law in
Bakersfield as a partner in the firm of Con-
ron, James & Kirkorian there before joining
the New York City firm of Cahill, Gordon &
Reindel, after which he returned to Baker-
sfield.
Roy Kirkorian
John Tuck Nagel '70. formerly of the
firm of Stutsman & Nagel in Fresno, has
opened a separate office to concentrate on
trial litigation and injury and disability
claims, and is continuing to handle cases
throughout the San Joaquin Valley counties.
Paul E. Rabin '70 is now practicing in San
Francisco after recently forming the partner
ship of Sheridan & Rabin.
James D. Salo '70, who was formerly
serving as Deputy Attorney General for the
State of Nevada and Counsel for the Nevada
Tax Commission and Nevada State Board of
Equalization, has now opened his own
offices in Carson City for the gencral practice
of law.
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William P. Wasserman '70 is certainly
leading a busy life in sunny Southern Cali-
fornia these days. Wasserman recently be-
came a partner in the firm of Loeb & Loeb,
which has offices in downtown Los Angeles,
Century City and Newport Beach. He be-
came a Certified Tax Specialist last year, and
though he is limiting his practice to the area
of business and investment tax planning, he
is also keeping up his membership in the
A.B.A.'s Committee on Real Estate Tax
Problems, as well as publishing an article
entitled "Tax Planning for Partners and
Partnerships Affected by TRA's Far-
Reaching Changes," which was published in
the May 1977 issue of Taxation for Accoun-
tants, and republished in the May/June 1977
issue of Taxation for Lawyers.
Howard Abbott '71 is now serving as the
new head of the District Attorney's Con-
sumer Protection Unit in Oroville, Califor-
nia. A long-time Oroville resident, Abbott
has been practicing law there since his de-
tachment from active duty with the U.S.
Navy. He served five years with the U.S.N.
after graduation, as defense counselor and
then prosecuting attorney before spending
his last three years there as a trial judge pre-
siding over courts martial. He now holds a
Lieutenant Commander's commission.
Lt. Col. Larry S. Craig '71 is now serving
in the U.S. Coast Guard as Lieutenant
Commander, and is currently assigned to the
Marine Inspection Office in Seattle, which
involves direct enforcement of regulations
concerning the U.S. maritime industry.
Patrick Dekle '71, who is practicing with
the San Francisco firm of Rood, Hapner,
Boult & Dekle, is now doing exclusively
plaintiffs personal injury work, as well as
serving as Treasurer for the Bay Area Trial
Lawyers Association.
Ronald Konove '71 is now practicing as a
member of the firm of Konove & Konove in
New York City.
Cynthia Mertens '71, who is currently
teaching law at the University of Santa
Clara, has been named the "most outstand-
ing law professor of 1978 ' there. Before
joining the faculty at Santa Clara three years
ago, Mertens served as an associate attorney
with California Rural Legal Assistance, Inc.
Her recent honor as 'most outstanding pro-
fessor" is not her first in her brief and suc-
cessful law~ teaching career; last year she was
selected the Phi Alpha Delta lawk Fraternity's
Professor of the Year.
Edward E. Parsons '71. has left his post
with the District Attorney's Office in Eureka,
and is now in private practice there.
Ernest H. Tuttle III '71 is continuing a
grand family tradition not only in name - a
fourth generation lawyer in the Tuttle family,
this year he joined his father to practice law
in their two offices in Reedley and Fresno.
Formerly associated with the law firm of
Rowell, Lamberson, Thomas, Hiber &
Tuttle in Fresno, Tuttle -has been practicing
law for over six years, as well as teaching
law at San Joaquin Law School. He is cur-
rently teaching education law at Lavern Col-
lege in Fresno.
Tommie W. Whitener '71 has joined in a
law partnership with Stuart H. Blecher to
form the law firm of Blecher & Whitener in
San Rafael.
Roger Brown '72 writes us that he is now
working in the Enforcement Division of the
Fair Political Practices Commission in its
Sacramento Office. Roger's new position
follows five years spent with the Yolo
County District Attorney's Office, where he
was instrumental in the creation of the Con-
sumer Fraud Division and worked as Super-
vising Deputy in charge of the Family Sup-
port Division, Consumer Fraud Division,
Davis Branch Office, and Deputy and Law
Enforcement Training. Roger also writes us
that he and his wife Sheila Monaghan Brown
are the proud parents of two growing
daughters, five-year old Allison Marie and
four-year old Julia Beth.
Gary N. Gershon '72 is currently serving
as the Director of the Housing Assistance
Center of Legal Aid of Kent County. Ger-
shon formerly served as staff attorney for
Legal Aid in Kent County, and has also
served there as a law clerk with the Michigan
Court of Appeals.
Janeen Kerper '72 has become a member
of Sullivan, Jones & Archer in San Diego.
John Michael O'Connor '72 is now prac-
ticing from his own law office in San Jose.
John has a general practice, with an em-
phasis on personal injury litigation. He was
formerly associated with the San Jose firm of
Popelka, Allard, McCowan & Jones.
Dennis E. Ostrow '72, who is currently
practicing as a partner in the Los Angeles
firm of Hirsch & Ostrow, has announced the
formation of the California-Continental
Realty Corporation.
It seems that 1978, so far at least, has been
"quite an interesting year" for J. Michael
Pisias, Jr. '72. Not only has he established
his own office for the general practice of the
law in San Francisco, specializing in fidelity
and surety work and estate planning, but he
is also the proud new father of a new baby
girl. Best of luck on your new practice and
many congrats on your new pride and joy,
Mike!
"What more can we say?" was all we had
to say in our Fall '77 issue of The Hastings
Community when we quoted James L. Por-
ter, Jr. '72 in "Class Notes" as writing that
he was practicing law in "beautiful
downtown Truckee and loving it!"
Now, after receiving a letter from Jim and
his new law firm in Truckee, and after dig-
ging into the pasts of Jim and his present
partners, as well as one of the former
partners in his law firm, we find that Jim and
his partners seem to be trying to start their
own Hastings tradition in Truckee.
Jim is a member of the Truckee firm of
Wood, Porter & Simon, which is composed
of Dale E. Wood '68, Jim and James E.
Simon '74. The firm was formerly com-
posed of Dale and Wallace L. Stevens '68,
but now Wally has retired to allow time for
his other business activities, as well as flying
gliders and power planes, traveling, and ski,
ing. Wally still lives near Truckee, and is
retaining his membership in the State Bat
Association.
Jim, a native of Sacramento, spent a year
traveling in Europe before joining Stevens &
Wood in 1974. He had formerly worked with
San Francisco Neighborhood Legal Assis-
tance, and today lives in Crystal Bay,
Nevada, commuting to the firm's office in
Beautiful Downtown Truckee.
Dale, the new senior member of the firm
and a native of Crookston, Minnesota, has
been a member of the firm since 1972. He
had previously worked as house counsel for
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. from 1970
until his move to Truckee. Before that time,
he had worked as a counselor for the Youth
Guidance Center in San Francisco from
1968, after a stint in the sales division of
Xerox Corporation in Palo Alto after gradua-
tion. He currently lives in Truckee with the
former Rober Meredith of Truckee, his wife.
The newest member of the new firm, Jim
Simon, is a native of Oakland and Piedmont.
He moved to Truckee immediately after
graduation, and taught skiing at Northstar
during the winter of 1974-75, after which
time he went to work for Crosby, Heafy,
Roach & May in Oakland, where he had
served as a law clerk while at Hastings. He
joined the mighty Hastings firm in Truckee
this June.
Dale, Jim & Jim write us that they are
thinking of starting a Truckee chapter of the
Alumni Association, an organization we'd
be more than happy to get behind! Here's
wishing the best of luck to the firm and to
Wally in his new "retirement"!
Byron M. Rabin '72, who is currently
practicing with the Santa Ana firm of Rose,
Klein & Marias, was involved in the con-
solidated cases of GraY v. Ford Motor Co.
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and Grinshaw v. Ford Motor Co. as co-
counsel. Byron writes us that he believes that
the compensatory damages of $665,480
awarded his clients for the wrongful death
action involved in the case "is probably a
record for a woman of the age of fifty-two
years.
Andrew C. Sigal '72 writes us that he is
now practicing with Jerry Shapiro as a part-
ner in the firm of Shapiro & Sigal "in beauti-
ful Hollywood." But that's not the only big
new beginning in Andy's life these days -
on last December 14th, he and his wife,
Judy, a '71 U.C.-Berkeley alum, became
parents of a (then) nine-pound baby boy,
their second venture into parenthood. Many
congratulations and best of luck in all the
Sigals' new beginnings, Andy and Judy!
Joseph L. Waltuch '72 has announced the
opening of his Shasta Legal Clinic, which
has offices in Redding and Anderson.
Douglas B. Davidson '73 is currently
practicing with the Newport Beach firm of
Sonenshine & Armstrong.
Mark A. Larsen '73 now serving as
Managing Attorney of the Lebanon Branch
of New Hampshire Legal Assistance in
Lebanon, New Hampshire, has not only won
his debut case before the New Hampshire
Supreme Court, but he and his wife are also
expecting the birth of their first child. Many
congrats on all fronts, Mark!
Martin L. Lee '73 is now a partner in the
firm of Feldsott & Lee. Martin entered pri-
vate practice with Stanley Feldsott in 1975.
The firm is composed of six attorneys, and
specializes in business and real estate litiga-
tion, with offices in Newport Beach and
Beverly Hills.
John H. Lejnieks '73 has opened his own
office in Newport Beach for the general prac-
tice of law, with an emphasis on estate plan-
ning and probate law.
Michael T. Shepherd '73 has opened his
own offices in Los Angeles. specializing in
civil litigation.
Sharon E. Wallis '73 is currently as-
sociated with the Bakersfield firm of Darling,
Maclin & Day, which primarily handles tax-
ation, estate planning, real estate and busi-
ness litigation. Her new duties will include
practice in all areas. with an emphasis on
business litigation. Wallis came to the Bak-
ersfield firm after spending more than four
years as a prosecuting attorney with both the
Kern County District Attorney's Office and
the Santa Barbara District Attorney's Court.
Alberto M. Blumin '74 is now practicing
with the Oakland firm of Dayley and Blu-
min, which specializes in civil rights law.
Captain Frank Brunson, Jr. '74, cur-
rently serving with the U.S. Army Judge
Advocate General's Corps in Charlottesville,
Virginia, is now the Editor of The Army
Lawyer. Prior to joining the J.A.G. Corps
Captain Brunson served three years as Assis-
tant Staff Judge Advocate with the First
Cavalry Division.
Timothy Carlyle '74, currently a licensed
real estate broker serving as assistant counsel
for First American Title Insurance Co., has
also been teaching real estate, in seminars for
real estate licensees designed to enhance
their abilities in real estate transactions.
David F. Costello '74 writes us that he
has opened his own offices on Bush Street in
San Francisco, after practicing with the firm
of Frolik, Filley & Schey in San Francisco
since graduation. David has also served for
the past two years on an appointed term as
City Planning Commissioner of Belmont.
"Most important," writes David, is that his
son Eric's soccer team, The Belmont Tor-
nadoes, took the seven-year-old class league
championship in A.Y.S.O. soccer play!
Many congrats to David on his new practice
and Eric (a future Hastings rugger?) on his
stunning victory!
Elizabeth Coyne '74, currently serving as
Deputy District Attorney in San Mateo
County, where she has worked for almost
three years, is now married to John S. Abele,
M.D., a pathologist at U.C.-San Francisco,
after their wedding this past March. Many
congrats to you, Elizabeth and John!
Gaylord L. Dold '74, who was formerly
working with Legal Aid in Witchita, Kansas,
is now taking a year's study at the University
of London School of Economics, majoring in
International Law of the Sea and Air.
In a controversial decision, the Supreme
Court of Florida has admitted Robert F.
Eimers '74 to the Florida Bar, saying that his
homosexuality does not reflect upon his
fitness or capacity to practice law. The case
went to the Supreme Court in Florida after
the Florida Board of Bar Examiners was un-
able to decide whether to admit Eimers to the
Bar.
Eugene R. Erbstoesser '74, who had pre-
viously been associated with the Los Angeles
law firm of MacDonald. Halstead &
Laybourne in primarily business litigation, is
now working with the C.P.A. firm of Arthur
Young & Co. in New, York. Erbstoesser is
still involved in litigation, but now is dealing
primarily with the area of professional mal-
practice and Federal and state securities law
entailing managing and supervising litigation
throughout the country. His duties also in-
clude advising the firm on legal questions in
all fields, as well as conducting seminars and
training classes for the firm's personnel on
new legislation and cases and legal questions
in accounting.
Hugh D. Finley '74, who started law
studies following his naval career, is now a
partner in the San Francisco firm of Phillips,
Moore, Weisenberger, Lempio & Strabala.
He is joined by alums Carlisle Moore '53
and Steve Westbrook '67 in the firm's new
offices in Three Embarcadero Center in San
Francisch.
Robert M. Foster '74 is currently work-
ing as Deputy Attorney General for the State
Department of Justice, where he has served
for the past three years since graduation, ar-
guing two cases in front of the State Supreme
Court.
John W. Hitchcock '74 and John
Pinkstaff '73 have begun another mighty
Hastings Law partnership in McMinnville,
Oregon. Hitchcock was formerly County Di-
rector of legal aid services for Yamhill
County in Oregon. He has been practicing in
Oregon since 1974, and has also worked for
various legislative committees during the
1975 Oregon legislative session. Pinkstaff
was formerly serving as Deputy Legislative
Counsel in the Legislative Counsel's Office
in Salem, Oregon. He has been a member of
the Oregon Bar since 1975 and the California
Bar since 1976. Best of luck to this new
Hastings duo!
Harvey Levine '74 is currently serving as
City Attorney in Pleasanton. Levine had pre-
viously served as Assistant City Attorney for
two and a half years, and had come to
Pleasanton after working with the California
Coastal Commission, where he served two
years helping prepare the State's preliminary
coastal plan and resulting environmental re-
view. In addition to his new duties as City
Attorney, he also has assumed the respon-
sibilities of fatherhood. Harvey and Jana, his
wife, are now the proud parents of Nicholas
Levine, born March 7. Many congratulation
to Harvey and Jana on their new respon-
sibilities!
William C. Markley III '74. who has spent
the last two years in private practice in San
Diego, has moved to Los Angeles County
and joined the staff of C. F. Braun & Co., an
engineering and construction company there.
Rena M. Price '74 is now practicing law
from her offices in the Maison Blanche
Office Building in New Orleans. Prior to
opening her law office, Price spent three
years with the Public Defender's Office in
Newv Orleans. She has a general practice in
civil and criminal law.
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C. Randall Bupp '75 and Jonathan F.
Davis '75, both of whom joined the legal
department at Security National Bank in
Contra Costa County after graduation, are
now both serving as Assistant Vice Presi-
dents of the Legal Department there. Bupp
has served in many part-time positions at the
Bank, and was promoted to Legal Officer in
1976. Many congrats to these alumni cohorts
in finance!
Larry G. Sage '75, has left his position as
Deputy District Attorney for Ventura
County, and is now an associate of Hatha-
way, Clabaugh, Perrett & Webster, a profes-
sional corporation.
J. Virginia Stevens '75 has opened new
law offices for the general practice of law on
Union Street in San Francisco.
William C. Vencill '75 has opened his
own office for the general practice of law on
Clayton Road in Concord.
Allan P. Carter '76 has joined the
partnership of Brown & Knoll in Oakland
which includes two other Hastings alums,
Craig W. Brown '68 and Alfred P. Knoll
'68. Best of luck to another Hastings troika!
Curtis Hofeld '76 took time out from his
busy schedule this year to drop us a line and
let us know what he's been doing. Curtis
writes: "'After haunting Commons and
Placement for a full ten months after gradua-
tion, (I am) now serving as Deputy District
Attorney in Riverside County. Prior to ob-
taining this position, which requires extraor-
dinarily cogent and complex legal thinking,
as well as razor-sharp logic not often seen
. during school, (my) occupational
mainstays were excessive amounts of bridge,
unjournalistic sports articles for Law News,
and braces. The braces are now off, the smile
is on, and the future is bright." Since receiv-
ing Curtis' note, his future has brightened
even more - in April he was appointed
Felony Trial Deputy for Riverside County.
Thanks for the note, Curtis, and keep smil-
ing!
Ted McDermott '76 has joined in a new
marriage partnership with Deborah E. Long.
Ted and Deborah were married in the Old
Scotch Church in North Plains, Oregon. De-
borah is a native of the Northwest, and works
as a counselor at a residential boys home.
Ted is now working with the firm of
Lindson, Mahstoll, Hart, Neil & Weigler.
Ted and Deborah are also the new owners of
a beautiful 65-year old home overlooking the
historic Willamette River. Many congratula-
tions and best of luck to you, Ted and De-
borah!
Peter L. Fitzgerald '76, who just recently
completed his clerkship with Judge P. E.
Higginbothom, judge of the U.S. District
Court, Northern District of Texas, Dallas
Division, has started graduate work in the
Law Department of the London School of
Economics and Political Science, part of the
University of London.
Lynda Nelson Gardner '76, who has
been associated with the law firm of Jones,
Land, Klein, Wolf & Smith in Portland since
graduation, is now Lynda D. Nelson, by vir-
tue of her joining forces in marriage with
James Nelson Gardner, a Yale alum and
also an associate in a Portland law firm.
Lynda and Jim are currently directing part of
their energies toward Jim's campaign for the
Oregon State Senate. Here's wishing the best
of luck to Lynda and Jim in all of their en-
deavors in the Great Northwest!
Ann Margaret Veneman '76 is now serv-
ing as Deputy Public Defender in Stanislaus
County. She had previously been working as
an attorney in the Office of the General
Counsel for the San Francisco Bay Area
Rapid Transit District. Originally a native of
Modesto, Veneman says she is excited about
returning to her home county. She is the
county's first female Deputy Public Defen-
der.
Neal Abreau '77 is currently working as
attorney with the Internal Revenue Service in
Los Angeles.
Lt. John W. Crawford '77 is now on ac-
tive duty with the Coast Guard as a Law
Specialist in the 11th Coast Guard District
Long Beach, and writes us that he enjoys
being back in Southern California.
Bruce Howard Epstein '77 is now serv-
ing as Deputy District Attorney for San Ber-
nadino County, after his appointment early
this year. He is currently assigned to Desert
Division.
M. Sue Greicar '77 is now working as a
family lawyer for the Danville firm of Mer-
rill, Thiessen & Gagen. Greicar began work-
ing for the firm as a law clerk while still
attending Hastings, and is breaking ground
as the firm's first female attorney.
Marilyn Hedges '77 has opened her own
law office at Fox Plaza in San Francisco, a
general civil practice with emphasis in the
fields of personal injury, worker's compensa-
tion and family law.
Patricia "Trish" Nugent '77 is now prac-
ticing law in Santa Rosa as a partner in
Sonoma county's first all-woman law firm,
Gunn, Maryshild & Nugent. A firm engaged
in the general practice of civil and criminal
law, it provides legal clinic services at the
Petaluma People Services Center. Trish has
also been busy in non-legal enterprises; her
first album of original songs, "Foxglove
Woman," is currently being distributed by
Olivia Records, and she also recently ap-
peared in the film, "Word is Out."
Juliette Sarmiento '78 has been selected
from a group of 500 applicants to participate
as an intern in the California Assembly Fel-





Suzie Thorn '50 addressed the Santa
Clara County Trial Lawyers Association at a
dinner held earlier this year at the Le Baron
Hotel in San Jose, covering the topic of
"Domestic Highlights." Thorn is also serv-
ing as 1978 President of Queen's Bench in
San Francisco. Long active in Queen's
Bench, Thorn served as Vice-President last
year. A practicing attorney in San Francisco
for the past eighteen years, Thorn is a
specialist in family law and President of
Schapiro & Thorn, Inc., a professional cor-
poration. She is also a certified Fellow of the
Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers and a
member of the Executive Committee of the
State Bar Family Law Committee. She has
participated in and moderated numerous fam-
ily law seminars for Continuing Education of
the Bar, California Trial Lawyers Associa-
tion, American Academy of Matrimonial
Lawyers, San Francisco Bar Association and
San Francisco National Organization for
Women.
James M. Dennis '52, member of the
Redwood City law firm of Goth, Dennis &
Aaron, is now serving as Vice President of
the San Mateo County Bar Association for
1978.
Justice John Racanelli
justice John T. Racanelli '52, Presiding
Justice of the California Court of Appeal
(First Appellant District, Division One), was
the guest speaker at the Santa Clara County
Bar Association Barristers' Club monthly
meeting earlier this year. Justice Racanelli
addressed the Club at Mariani's Restaurant
in Santa Clara upon the topic of appellate
procedure.
Willie Brown '58, State Assemblyman
from San Francisco, addressed an instruc-
tional luncheon meeting sponsored by the
Lawyers Club of San Francisco at the
Leopard Cafe in San Francisco earlier this
year. Brown is Chairperson of the Commit-
tee on Government Operations of the Na-
tional Conference of State Legislatures and is
a member of the Democratic National Com-
mittee.
Superior Court Judge Eugene F. Lynch
'58 has been honored as recipient of the first
annual Judge of the Year Award given by the
San Francisco Trial Lawyers Association.
The award is named after a founder of the
S.F.T.L.A. and Judge Lynch's predecessor
on the bench, retired Superior Court Judge
Leland J. Lazarus, who presented the award to
Judge Lynch. The purpose of the award is to
honor members of the San Francisco bench
selected by the Association for outstanding
all-around qualities as a judge. Chapter Presi-
dent George Shelby said that Judge Lynch
was chosen as the first recipient of the award
in recognition of his abilities and hard work
in disposing of cases prior to trial by con-
ducting efficient and effective settlement
conferences, as well as having exhibited
exemplary judicial qualities in his handling
of civil jury trials. Judge Lynch has served
on the Superior Court bench for over three
years, prior to which he served as judge in
the Municipal Court for four years.
Three alums are currently serving on the
Board of Directors of the San Francisco Trial
Lawyers Association this year: Craig
Needham '71, of Sutton & Needham, Ed-
ward Nevin '67 of Nevin & Nevin, and
Kenneth Rosenthal '59, of Rosenthal &
Leff.
John F. Van De Poel '59 is serving as
Vice President of the Northern California
Chapter of the American Board of Trial Ad-
vocates (ABOTA) this year. He is currently
practicing with the Oakland firm of Bennett,
Van De Poel, Campbell & Strickland.
Three alums were elected oeadership
offices for 1978 in the California Trial
Lawyers Association this year at the Associa-
tion's annual convention held in San Fran-
cisco. H. Greig Fowler '65 of San Francisco
was elected Vice President, Terence J. Mix
'66 of Torrance and Ronald Rouda '59 of
San Francisco were re-elected to the Board
of Governors of the C.T.L.A.
Richard E. Johnson '61 is now serving on
the Board of Directors of the Alameda
County Bar Association. Johnson was
elected at the Association's annual meeting
held this year at the Claremont Hotel in
Berkeley. The meeting was highlighted by
the presentation of awards to 1977 presiding
judges for their contributions to the bench
and bar during the year, among whom was
Judge Wilmont Sweeney '55, Presiding
Judge of the Berkeley-Albany Municipal
Court.
Paul H. Alvarado '64 has been re-elected
to serve another one-year term on the Board
of Directors of the San Francisco Trial
Lawyers Association. In addition, Paul was
also recently elected to serve as a member of
the Board of Directors of the Queen's Bench
Foundation, an organization involved in the
issues of rape prevention/education.
Bruce S. Silverman '67, Chairperson of
the San Francisco Bar Association's Family
Law Section, moderated a seminar presented
by the BASF Section earlier this year at Hast-
ings entitled, "The Law and the Economics
of Professional Goodwill."
Ina Gyemant '68 is continuing this year
as a member of the Board of Directors of
Queen's Bench in San Francisco. She is also
currently serving as Deputy of the California
Attorney General's Office and Chairperson
of the Law Enforcement Section of the
Commonwealth Club.
Peter L. Tripodes '68 has been elected
President of the San Gabriel Valley Bar As-
sociation. A member of the Board of Officers
for the Association for the past four years,
Peter is now a part-time business law instruc-
tor at California State University in Los
Angeles.
Frank A. Frye Ill '71, currently practicing
in San Diego, addressed a meeting of the
Coronado Board of Realtors earlier this year,
speaking on the topic "Legal Aspects of
General Problems Involved in Management
and Ownership of Rental Properties."
Clark R. Byam '72 was one of three
panelists participating in a C.E.B. program,
"Handling a Decendent's Estate," given
throughout California. The panel, whose
discussion/instruction composed a six-hour
course, appeared in North Hollywood, Los
Angeles and Westwood.
Eulalio Frausto '72 is now serving as
President of the San Francisco Chapter of
La Raza National Lawyers Association.
Frausto, who served as managing attorney of
the Mission Office of San Francisco
Neighborhood Legal Assistance Foundation
in 1975-76 and has spent several years work-
in legal services, is currently practicing
with Palacios, Brauer, Morales & Frausto.
Associate Dean Jane Peterson '75 par-
ticipated as a panelist of the 18th Interna-
tional Conference on Legal Medicine held
this May. Dan Professor Tennenhouse '72
served as moderator of the panel, entitled
"Entry Into the Professions."
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In Memoriam
Russell K. Pitzer '02 passed away July 8,
1978, at the age of 99. Founder of Pitzer
College and long-time supporter and founder
of The Claremont Colleges, Mr. Pitzer "was
one of the giants of The Claremont Col-
leges," says Robert H. Atwell, President of
Pitzer College. An active leader of the
Pomona Valley community and one of the
Valley's leading citrus growers, Mr. Pitzer
was instrumental in the development and
growth of the Valley, and was noted through
the community for his generous philantropic
works and interest in education.
David Livingston '11, an attorney who
practiced corporate law in San Francisco for
sixty-seven years, on May 18, 1978 at age
89.
Hillary H. Crawford '23 a San Francisco
attorney who practiced general civil law with
his son, Hilary Crawford, Jr., whose great
interest in conservation led him to incorpo-
rate the San Francisco Zoological Society
and the Strybing Arboretum Society, on
January 21, 1978 at age 83.
Francis P. Walsh '26, San Francisco At-
torney, former City Civil Service Commis-
sion President and Lieutenant Colonel in the
U.S. Army's Judge Advocate General
Corps, on March 21, 1978 at age 67.
Orly 0. Davis '33 of Visalia passed away
January 23, 1978. An attorney in Visalia for
more than forty years, Mr. Davis was a 50-
year member of the Visalia Masonic Lodge
No. 128 and a member of the Air Force Re-
serve for many years, having served as a
Lieutenant Colonel in the Army Air Corps in
World War II. Mr. Davis served for many
years on the Board of Governors of the Hast-
ings Alumni Association in 1964. At the
time of his death, Mr. Davis was serving his
second round on the Board. He had been ap-
pointed to the Board in 1974, and re-elected
from 1974 to 1978. His wife, Cornelia, has
requested gifts in his memory be made to
Hastings.
Philip T. Boyle '35, attorney who prac-
ticed in San Francisco tor over forty years,
served as appeals agent for Selective Service
in Santa Cruz County for over twenty years,
on March 27, 1978 at age 67.
John Anderton '37, international attorney
who most recently practiced in San Fran-
cisco, helped organize Australia's consular
office in San Francisco, Japanese language
expert and reporter, on May 24, 1978 at 67.
Robert Morrell Kehoe '37, naval officer
for 22 years. Commander of the Disabled
Military Officers Association of Northern
California and Department Commander of
the American Veterans of World War II, on
March 31, 1978 at age 63.
Raymond H. Shone '37. prominent San
Rafael and San Francisco attorney, Marin
County civic leader, on December 20, 1978
at 62.
William L. Ferdon '39, prominent San
Francisco attorney with the firm of Chicker-
ing & Gregory, long active in many civic,
legal, and community organizations, on
January 17, 1978 at the age of 63.
J. Kenneth Birchfield '52, City Council-
man, civic and community leader of Hay-
ward, on May 10, 1978 at age 50.
Thomas Michael Ryan '54, trial and
workers' compensation attorney with the San
Francisco firm of Ryan & Tabor, on De-
cember 29, 1977 at the age of 47.
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Special thanks to Martha A. Karatz, departing Editor, who is now serving as Public Information Officer
for the Illinois State Museums.
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